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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

7/17/79 

Stu Eizenstat 

The attached was returned 
in the Pres ident's outbox 
today and is forwarded 
to you for app�opriate 
handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

No comment from CL. 

Rick 

7/6/79 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DOMESTIC POLICY REVIEW MEMORANDUM N0.8 

THE WHITE HOUS� 

THE 

STU 
BOB 

WASHINGTON 

June 30, 1979 

PRESIDENT 

EIZENSTAT s� 
MALSON'tY?-

Postal Electronics 
Presidential Review Memorandum 

We have attached the Postal Electronics PRM written to 
provide you with the views and recommendations of the 
departments and agencies regarding the Postal Service's 
desires to enter the field of electronic communications. As 
the memorandum points out, the majority of the departments 
and agencies are of the view that the Administration should 

_ support (or at least not oppose) the USPS entry into electronics 
·but most of the supporting group believes this is appropriate 
only if the product is a hard-copy message to be delivered 
by letter carriers over postal routes and if certain caveats 
are ado�ted to protect against interference with competition 
in the private sector's provision of electronic message 
services. 

The agencies and departments participating in the development 
of this PRM include Commerce, Justice, Agriculture, State, 
Labor, Treasury, USPS, CEA, CWPS, OMB and DPS. 

�lectroatartlc Copy Msde 

folf Pres@�atfton PMr,c�es 

'-� '-·- . 



POSTAL ELECTRONICS PRESIDENTIAL REVIEW MEMORANDUM 

Introduction 

In mid-December you directed specific departments and agencies 
with int�reit or expertise in the Un�ted States.Postal 
Servic�'s· (USPsr propbsed offerings i� the field-of electronic 
communications to participate in the preparation of a. 
Presidential Review Memorandum (PRM) ,on the subject. (The 
Posta.}. Service, an independent·agency,· accepted. the Adminis
tratiori's invitation to participate in th� project.) 

The .Issue 

The principal issue is whether you should adopt a,policy to 
support, limit or oppose USPS's proposed electronic message 
services (EMS). A subsidiary issue is how to assure fair 
access to the Postal Service's delivery system for electronic 
messages transmitted by common carriers. 

Background 

USPS use of electronic technology may be seen as a natural 
e�olution of the national postal system which has traditionally 
taken advantage of new ways of moving the mail as they have 
become available (stage coach, railrciad, truck�, airplanes). 
On the other hand, it may be s�en as the entry of a Government 
agency into the field of EMS. Although both postal and 
electronic communications services are provided by the 
government in most of the developed world, this country's 
electronic communications have been provided by . the private 
sector. 

The Postal Service has proposed an electronic me�sage service 
and its application is pending before the Postal Rate Commission 
(PRC) and the Federal Communications· commission (FCC). 
Under the proposed ··service,

. 
Electronic Computer Originated 

Mail (E-COM), the Postal Service would solicit and accept 
electronic data stored in computer files· _(such as monthly 
consumer billing information of commercial.firms), transmit 
it electronically around thecountry (via contracted common 
carrier) ,.generate the appropriate message, print it on 
paper and-automatically stuff it ·into envelopes for the 
first manual. sorting· at a' post of fie� near the local mail 
cairier� who delivers it .. The USPS believes it can reduce 
substantially the handling, labor, and transportation costs 
that would be associated with regular letter mail and further 
states that it is required to pa�s these savings on to 'the 



mailer. USPS expects the average price of each electronic 
message would eventually be 9¢ or 10¢ (1979 dollars) in the 
1985-95 period, when a follow-on system called EMSS (Electronic 
Message Service System) would be established. (See attached 
diagram, page 2a.) This system, at maturity in the mid 
1990's, could cost by then a total of $1.77 billion. The 1 

postal unions strongly support E-COM and EMSS and see them 
as attempts by the Postmaster General to be innovative 
within the context of the traditional mail service. 

The private sector fully agrees that the Postal Service 
should handle the physical delivery of electronically 
transmitted hard-copy messages but the communications/processing 
firms generally oppose the entry of USPS into electronic 

· 

communications. This, they strongly argue, is their business. 
There are ten companies that offer forms of EMS and other 
large systems are in the offing. Several already have 
electronic input linked to USPS physical delivery. In 
Mailgram, for example, Western Union accepts from the public 
and electronically sends messages to postal installations 
where they are printed, inserted in envelopes and delivered 
by mail carriers. On the other hand, the postal unions and 
major mailing interests such as Reader's Digest, Shell.Oil 
and Pitney Bowes support USPS entry into electronics. Postal 
Service involvement in electronics means greater volume, 
lower unit costs and better postal service. 

The PRC proceedings and the FCC inquiry are expected to 
conclude within the next three months. The regulatory issue 
turns on statutory construction _of the 1970 Postal Reorgan
ization Act and the 1934 Communications Act. We have not 
presented the arguments on this score, because the issue of 
proper statutory construction does not warrant Presidential 
attention. What does warrant such attention is the national 
policy to be established. 

2 
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2.1 THE PHYSICAL EMSS NETWORK 

lllustra ted is t!/e variety of paths through which EMSS mail would move. The 

originators of E)'IISS mail may bring physical media to Sectional Center Facilities 

(SCFs) or Associate Post Offices (APOs) or deposit it, distinctively packaged, in 

local collection- boxes. On collection, it would be culled and forwarded on the 

earliest schedul';d truck run to the nearest EMSS station. There the system inductS 

it for electronic
-
sortation and transmission, via direct satellite links, to destination 

EMSS stations. On receipt at a destination EMSS station, the incoming messages 

are stored in electronic memory, then sorted to sequence while still in electronic 

data form. The messages are thim printed and enveloped in carrier walk sequence. 

All of ti1e physi�al EMSS output is then transferred by existing truck routes from 

the EMSS locations to SCFs for local delivery directly or via APO delivery offices. 

Individuals may-originate EMSS letterll via publicly accessible Electronic Mail Box 

(EMB) terminals: 

Substantial physical input will be used in EMSS. This takes the form of magnetic 

tape, cards or discs, and bulk packaged poper letters. The output will be hard copy 

enveloped paper mail. In the course of study, it has been established that such 

physical input and output is, under most circumstances, more cost effective than 

electronic input and/or output. 

There are obvious advantages to the Postal Service using the conventional mail 

carrier and truck operations for pickup and delivery. These advantages lie in the 

shoring of personnel, trucks. and facilities with conventional mail, utilizing the 

same operations and schedules. This sharing with the conventional mail system is 

thus considered an EMSS �equirement. 



Task Force Concurrence 

All members of the Inter-Agency Task Force agreed upon the 
need for a national policy concerning the Service's role 
with electronic communications. Without such a policy, 
private industry and the Postal Service remain in a quandary 
concerning investments and direction of innovation. The 
Service will continue to face protracted regulatory proceedings 
with no clear guidance to bridge the gap between the 1970 

Reorganization Act and the Communications Act of 1934. An 
immediate application of the President's decision will thus 
be in the form of guidance to all departments and agencies 
which will be called on to testify on the subject in hearings 
which have been promised for �his session. 

The Task Force concluded unanimously that it was neither 
feasible nor desirable for the Postal Service to acquire a 
monoeoly over electronic input and transmission of any 
proposed offering. Common carriers in that area are regulated 
under the Communications Act of 1934 by the FCC, whose 
policy for the past decade has been to stimulate competition 
entry. The electronic message industry has been highly 
competitive. 

The Task Force also concluded that as long as physical 
delivery through the mails exists as a primary means of 
communications to a large segment of the population, the 
USPS should be urged to facilitate private sector electronically 
generated or communicated messages being carried in the 
mails. To do otherwise would create restrictive access to 
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service supported by a legislated monopoly. Such an interconnection 
policy is also consistent with a similar policy in the 
electronic communications industry. 

Terminology 
\ 

A recent National Research Council study (USPS funded) 
generally defined the critical EMS terminology as follows: 

Generation I. USPS or electronic carriers accept messages in 
hard copy form which are converted to electronic impulses 
for electronic transmission to the destination facility 
where the messages are reconstructed in hard copy form for 
subsequent processing, sorting and physical delivery by 
carriers. (Example: A postal facsimile system with physical 
delivery by postal carriers.) 

Input - hard-copy 

Output - hard-copy with physical delivery by USPS 



Generation ,Ir. USPS' or electronic earrier accepts messages 
in electronic form for subsequent electronic.routing, processing, 
sorting and electronic transmission to destination.facility 
where hard-copy generation of mail would. tak'e. place for 
physical distribution· and ·final;delivery by carriers. 
(Examples: .. ;E-COM. Generation ri and EMSS services . as con

templated -by USPS. TDX Systems Irtc. �·and ·Graphnet hav� 
similar. services commercially available. ) · 

I nput - electronic 

Output - hard-copy with physical delivery by 
USPS 

Note: USPS EMSS services corttemplate multi-media 
message input, i. e. , hard-·copy, magnetic tape, 
and electronic, a combination of Generation I 
and II. 

Generation III. USPS or electronic carrier accepts messages 
in electronic form for subsequent electronic routing, processing, 
sorting and electronic transmission to recipient's place of 
business or residence where a hard-copy may or may not be 
produced. USPS has no plan to provide this service. (Examples: 
Private firms now have such�ervices briented toward business, 
and several are testing such services for message display on 
the home television set. ) 

Input - electronic 

Output - electronic at customer terminal 

Areas of Agreement 

There is ·unanimous agreement.among the Task Force that the 
Administration should favor a wedding of the electronic 
input services with th� existing USPS delivery network. 
Indeed, ·be.cause of the ··:Postal· Service's statutory monopoly 
over lett�r mail, the Task Force believes ·stron�ly that 
messages generated or conveyed·in electronic.for,!Il should be 
aTlowed ready access to the service's physical distribution 
sy�tem. There i� also agreement that�if the USPS enters 
tlffO . electroni'c communications; the us:EfS should· · have no 
monopoly over elec tronic input·into ·the Service's physical 
� ..... ....-------��---
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delivery system; that in any event, the electronic aspects 
of EMS would continue to fall outside the Private Express 
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Statutes; that USPS should refrain from acquiring and operating � 
its own electronic telecommun1cat1ons s stems relying instead 
on the e sec or or ose services wh1ch the private 
sector is willing to provide; and that the technical inter
connection standards between the electronic carriers and the 
USPS should be developed by the American National Standards 
Institute, the electronic carriers, the Postal Service and 
an impartial arbiter, if necessary. 

The Inter-Agency Task Force was �n unanimous agreement that 
USPS should provide the delivery services for the hard-co 
�t of private sec or n1ca y ransm1tted messages. 
HOWever, there was disagreement as to whether the Postal 
Service should go beyond providing hard-copy delivery services 
for the common carrier by engaging in .the sale of electronic 
mail directly to the customer. 

The Central Issue: Should the USPS be supported in its 
efforts to provide the electronic aspects of Generation I 
and II? 

PRO 

o Budgetary and Fiscal Concerns. Diversion of 
traditional mail to electronics has already begun 
and will intensify. Permitting the USPS to compete 
with the private sector in the provision of Generations v 

I and II services will generate additional income 
thereby lessening the frequency and intensity of 
subsidy and/or rate increases. 

o Postal Labor. Postal Service management and labor 
organizations all strongly support the USPS 
desire to provide electronic input services as 
long as the product is hard-copy delivered by 
Postal Service employees. They view a decision to 
exclude the USPS from providing the electronic 
input services as a decision to allow the Postal 
Service to atrophy. 

o Widespread access. The private communications 
carriers have no plans to provide Generation I or � 
II input services on the nationwide scale planned 
by USPS through the utilization of its 30,000 post 
offices. 

o Modernization. Prohibiting USPS entry into electronics 
may cause the Service to become an anachronism, 
unable to deal with modern methods of moving the 
mail. 



o International concerns. Precluding USPS from 
Generation II would disrupt international postal 
relationships concerning ''Intelpost," an experimental 
international satellite service that is scheduled 
to begin this year. USPS has agreed to arrangements 
with the Postal Administrations of several other 
nations: the United Kingdom, France, Federal 
Republic of Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, Argentina 
and Iran. Seven countries have already shown 
strong interest in participating: Canada, Mexico, 
Switzerland, Japan, Sweden, Australia and the 
Peoples Republic of China. In this connection, 
foreign governments have indicated a clear preference 
for dealing directly with USPS, rather than with 
private communication carriers in developing the 
information flow between the u.s. and countries 
with which it has business and social ties. 

o Productivity and Efficiency. The national interest 
requires a Postal Service which can serve all 
Americans and interface with the world's postal 
services efficiently and economically. The Service 
has achieved productivity improvements by mechanization 
and automation in processing conventional mail. 
Since the creation of the USPS in 1971, its mail 
volume has increased 13 percent (from 87 billion 
pieces in 1971 to nearly 97 billion pieces in 
1978) while its manpower has decreased 11 percent 
(from 730,000 workers to 660,000). But the future 

potential in these areas is closing in. A postal 
EMS is the logical next step to achieve further 
cost reduction and mail processing improvements. 
It aliows USPS to improve efficiency and economy 
of mail service by continuing to use technological 
advances to increase productivity, speed and 
dependability of services. 

o Consumer Benefits. The USPS has a distinct 
advantage over the private sector in providing 
hard-copy delivery services -- the delivery 
network is already in place and operating. A mail 
carrier d�livers to (or passes by) virtually every 
American business or residence six days per week. 
Thus, the Postal Service's incremental cost of 
delivering each Generation I or II message is 
insignificant in comparison to the cost that a 
private firm would incur to deliver a single 
message to a particular residence, regardless of 
its location (urban, suburban, or rural). The 
fact that the delivery cost of the individual 

6 
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message is beyond the competitive reach of the 
private sector.is the basis for the private 
carriers desire io lim�t.th� USPS to interconnecting 
wi.th any telecommunications ·carrier desiring hard-
copy delivery. 

. 

Postal Service management reads the same facts in 
a slightly different light. They see.the growth 
of electronic communications as cutting into their 
mail volume without a comparable reduction · in 
systemic costs. If, -for example, it· C!)Sts USPS 
six c�nts to deliver a G�neration 'II message, and, 
if the Service were to be exclu'ded from providing 
the electronics aspects of Generation I and II, 
why should the Postal Service contribute to its 
own demise by adding six cents to the prices set 
by the private firms iristead of charging the 
fifteen cents first class postage which otherwise 
would be applicable? The Postal Service claims 
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that if it is allowed to compete with the private 
sector in the provision of the electronics aspects of 
Generations I and II the total cost to the mailers would 
be about nine or ten c�nts (at today's prices) 
rather than 15 cents first cla�s postage plus 
the charges of the private sector carriers. Postal 
Service management believes both the business and 
consumer mailing pu glic will receive greater 
benefits if the six �ents hard-copy delivery 
charge were to be added to the electronic transmission 
charges of both the private carriers and the 
Postal Service. 

o Gove�nment vs·. the Private Sector. There are many 
companies now offering and developing electronic 
message services, .including electronic input and 
message processing. They also provide physical 
distribution using private services and the Postal 
Service. Several offer commercial international 
facsimile services fully comparable to the Service's 
proposefr Intelpost. Businesses are thus being 
well served by the electronic ca�riers and the 
home can be effectively. served by' the· Postal 
Service's phy�ical delivery. The�e is no price or 
geographical area gap. It is strongly asserted 

:·_ .... 



by some carriers that there would be more services 
that use ·the mails as one form of output if there 
were specific �ule� for open interconnection with 
the USPS system at reasonable rat�s. The government 
pays no taxes and is subjec:t·to greater<arbitrary, 
unbusinesslike ·controls ·than .. is the private sector. 
The Postal Ser�ic� has, in the past� been required 
by Congress to provide 'Uneconomical services 
".-�.in the national interest." . Comparable restric-

: tions in telecommunications would· lead :.to a negative 
competitive posture for'the·Postal Service and 
jeopardize its investment·. in this highly competitive 
field. 

o The risk of cross-subsidization. There is the 
possibility of the Postal· Service cross�subsidizing 
from .the letter monopoly despite the prohibition 
on cross-subsidization written .in.the 1970 Postal 
Reorganization.Act. It is no answer that the PRC 
can take remedial-action; where there are common 
costs to be allocated between monopoly and com
petitive services, experience in -the electronic 
area with AT&T establishes-the great difficulty of 
dealing with this issue of cross-subsidization. 

o Diversion .of.mailvolume to· electronics will 
cause no immediate· substantial impact.on USPS. The 
decrease in mail'volume growth in 1974 to 1976, 
attributed by some as evidence of the decreased 
need. for physical mail, was reversed in .. 1977 and 
1978. Revenues of electronic communications 
industry services that are similar to "letters" 
are small compared to First· Class mail revenues. 
The Postal Service estimates that the significant 
impact of.electronic· communications on its work 
force, revenuesi expenses,. and rates will begin 
around 1985 regardless of :whether or the degree to 
y/hich the USPS is �involved �ith·electronic services. 
Current annual�labor s�paration rates have averaged 
33,000 :in eac�6f the past three. years with a net 
attrition of 15, ·000 employees· per year; this 
affords .flexibirity'--:to adjust its work force to 
take into account any future impact of electronic 
messages� 
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o USPS investment in Generations I and II equipment 
would be wasteful due to underutilization. If the 
Service builds its EMSS system (Generations I and 
II), it will also have erected the necessary 
Generation III system. A national network capable 
of electronic input would require no substantial 
additional expenditure to provide full electronic 
services; the same facilities can be readily used 
for electronic output. 

If th�USPS does not enter Generation III it will 
still face eventual demise. It will have created 
a system capable of broader use but precluded 
from maximizing its full potential. If the private 
sector can do the Generation I and II job effective
ly, using the USPS physical delivery system when 
required, and also use the system to its full 
potential by providing Generation III services, 
the nation could be better served by having the 
private sector make the investment, not the Government. 

Congressional Views 

Congressional reaction has split along the same jurisdictional 
lines that permeate this issue generally. The House and 
Senate postal committees chairmen support USPS entry. The 
Senate Committee leaders with telecommunications responsi
bilities recommend that you not endorse USPS electronic 
offerings. 

PRO 

0 Senator John Glenn, the Chairman of the Senate 
Subcommittee with postal jurisdiction, has announced 
that he favors USPS entry into Generations I and II, 
including Postal Service provision of the electronic 
aspects. However, Senator Glenn's support includes 
the condition that the USPS create a wholly-owned 
subsidiary for its electronic service offerings 
as a method of isolating the accounting aspects 
of the USPS electronic offerings in order to 
address the cross-subsidy issue. He also favors 
leaving the pricing issues (described on pages 23-24) 

to be resolved under current law. 
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Congressman James Hanley, the Chairman of the 
House Post Office and Civil Service Committee, and 
Congressman Charles Wilson of California, Chairman 
of the Subcommittee on Postal Operations and 
Services, have both written strong letters to you 
endorsing USPS provision of electronic services in 
Generations I and II. 

o Senators Cannon, Goldwater, Hollings and Schmitt, 
of the Senate Commerce Committee have written a 
letter recommending that you not endorse USPS 
entry into the electronics field. In their view 
the private sector is doing an adequate job in the 
provision of electronic services and the Government 
should not compete with private companies. These 
Senators urge that you limit the USPS to hard-copy 
delivery of electronic messages and encourage the 
private carriers to feed into that delivery system. 

Labor's Views 

PRO 

o On May 21 you met with the President of the 
National Association of Letter Carriers, Vincent 
Sombrotto, who reported in the June edition of his 
magazine that he had informed you that "the question 
of whether the Postal Service should have a role 
in electronic mail is really the question of 
whether -- in 15 or 20 years -- there will be any 
Postal Service? Sombrotto emphasized that if the 
Postal Service should be frozen out of electronic 
mail, the short term result will be either enormous 
subsidies or intolerably high mailing costs. The 
long-term result he explained to President Carter 
will be the demise of the Postal Service itself." 
Similar recommendations have been received in 
letters from American Postal Workers Union President 
Emmet Andrews, National Association of Postal 
Supervisors President Donald Ledbetter, National 
Rural Letter Carriers Association President Clifford 
Edwards, and, the Director of the Mailhandlers 
Division of the Laborers International, Jim LaPenta. 
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o Glenn Watts, the President of the Communication 
Workers of America has written a letter informing 
you of his opposition to USPS provision of electronic 
services. CWA bases its opposition on the arguments 
that the government should not compete with the 
private sector when the latter has adequately 
fulfilled the needs of the country. Watts claims 
USPS entry should be opposed " ... in the absence of 
clearly demonstrated need .... " 

Business Views 

Two segments of the business community have substantial 
interests which will be affected by your decisions in this 
PRM. The large volume mailers, particularly the magazine 
and newspaper publishers, perceive their need for a viable 
Postal Service for the foreseeable future and therefore, 
favor USPS entry into electronics as a method of enhancing 
the Service's viability. 

The electronic common carriers are the most organized and 
vehement opponents of the Postal Service's proposals. In 
the carriers opinions, the Postal Service should participate 
to the extent of delivering the hard-copy product of an 
electronically transmitted message and should not be allowed 
to offer electronic message services to the public. 

PRO 

o Richard McLaughlin, the Vice President of Readers 
Digest, wrote supporting USPS entry into the field 
and stated: 

"It is variously estimated that as much as 
50% of the total costs of the Postal Service 
are not variable with volume and, consequen-
tly, cannot be avoided when there is a reduction 
in volume. These system costs will necessarily 
then have to be passed on to the smaller 
volume that remains in the Service, forcing 
dramatic increases in the costs of using the 
postal system for those who have no alternative." 

11 
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o Similar support came from Pitney Bowes, Metromedia, 
and.Continental Telephone�Corpcir�tion. c�ortune 
magazine's current issue (June 18) analyzed the 
controversy and concluded:. 

" • • •  it can be persuasively.argued that the 
public interest could best be served by 
allowing the PostaL Service to go into 
electronic mail.' �o·other'brganization can 
assemble anything approaching the·teris of 
thousands of post offices and hundreds of 
thousands of. mailmen that 'Wil·l be needed, ·for 
who knows how long, to deliver both conventional 
mail and the hard-copy end product of electronic 
communications, especially to private homes. 
It would seem perverse to shackle that 
enterprise permanently to archaic practices 
that could only result in higher rates, 
declining business and increasing subsidies." 

o Burton Edelson, Vice President of COMSAT supports 
USPS provision of international electronic messages 
and points out that foreign representatives to 
INTELPOST meetings are the foreign counterparts to 
USPS. 

"If INTELPOST cdmes into being, the U.S. 
would want to be represented �t the same 
level, and it is obvious that the USPS would 
play a major·role. The USPS is reco�nized by 
the foreign entities, and has the requisite 
competence to deal with a wid'e variety of 
both postal and telecommunications matters 
which inevitably will come before the multi
lateral organization. " 

o A cross · section o·f domestic communications carriers 
and �business associations met in Washington on May 
23 and agreed-that:'they would w:i;ite .strong letters 
to. t_he ·white House urg ing . l:.ejection··-of the USPS 
propos al • . .  The thirteen organizations, ... Graphnet, 
Scienti fic Time Sharing Corporation,· Wes·tern Union 
InternationaL, RGA:-GlobaL Communications, General 
Telephone'·&. Electronics, United· T.elecommunications, 
u.s� Telephone and' Telegraph, ·Computer and Communica
tions Industry 'Association, Compuserve, National 
Data Corporation, Graphic Scanning Corporation, 
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TDX Systems, and the National Association of 
Manufacturers have written and each argued one or 
more of the following points: 

The government should not compete with the 
p�ivate sector where the latter is proviqing 
services sought by the �ublis; 

Electronic communications' tradiidonally have 
been the exclusive domaih of the private 

.sector. There is no justification to change 
that policy; 

It is wasteful for the Postal Servi6e to 
spend large sums of money to duplicate 
services provide� by the private sector; 
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Postal Service entry into electronic communications 
would be inconsistent with the Administration's 
push towards deregulation and the elimination 
of "unneeded governmental interference with 
free marketplace forces"; 

Postal Service entry into electronic message 
service arena would effectively foreclose 
that sector of the marketplace to competitive 
private enterprise; 

The proper USPS role in electronics is to 
deliver the hard-copy product of electronic 
messages. 

Administration Views 

The majority view of those participating in the development 
of this PRM is that 

o USPS should be supported in its efforts to provide 
Generation I and II services with a number of 
specific coriditions attached; 

o The Administration= should oppose USPS provision of 
Generation iii �er�ices. 

The minority View is that the USPS should be limited to 
providing hard-copy de1·ivery services. 

OMB's support for USPS entry in Generations I and II recognizes 
the competition problems associated with the Government in 



.. _, ... 

the marketplace and is, therefore, conditioned upon the 
premise that " • . .  no special 'allow�ces' be provided for 
USPS involvement through cross subsidies, 'universal service' 
strictures, etc." Secondly, OMB believes you should be 
aware that a decision supporting entry into Generations I 
and II but not III is, essentially, " ... a policy preference 
to limit Postal Service entry into a communications medium 
hitherto dominated by the private sector, and is not based 
on technical limitations.in the system's configuration." 

Charlie Schultze supports USPS entry into Generation II 
because he believes it " . . •  can provide extra competition in 
the electronic part of the mail process." CEA recognizes 
three dangers with this approach: 

o The "deep pocket" of USPS may have a chilling 
effect on some competitors; 

o USPS's proclivities toward universal service at 
uniform rates may lead to. cross-subsidies and thus 
lead USPS to seek legislative or regulatory restrictions 
on competition or entry, so as to prevent "cream
skimming." 

o USPS may find electronics to be so profitable 
generally that, again, it might try to restrict 
competition or entry through legislative or regulatory 
actions; at the same time, artful allocations of 
joint costs would prevent USPS from appearing to 
be cross-subsidizing across classes. 

"Accordingly, we believe that the Presidential statement 
that endorses USPS entry should clearly indicate: 

o that this Administration endorses competition in 
the electronics area and expects USPS to behave in 
a competitive fashion in this area; 
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0 that universal service at uniform rates is probably 
A 

not compatible with competition and that in the �K 

electronics area competition and open entry must 

0 

0 

take first place; 

that the Administration will vigorously oppose all 
o1l 

USPS efforts to achieve legislative or regulatory 
restrictions on competition or entry; 

that this Administration (and future administra-
tions) will periodically review the USPS presence � 
in electronics to ensure that cross-subsidies, 
"deep-pocket" predatory actions, or other anti
competitive activities do not occur; 
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0 that the USPS electronics 6perations be constituted 
as a separate entity for accounting and regulatory 
purposes, so as to make somewhat easier the 
detection of any competitive regulatory abuses." 

Additionally, Schultze believes you should not oppose USPS 
entry into Generation III. Rather, he recommends that you 
defer judgment and indicatd "no decision at this time." 

Fred Kahn also supports USPS entry into Generations I and 
II. 

"I believe that the President should not oppose 
this project, but should attach several conditions 
that would alleviate -- though they could not 
eliminate -- some very serious risks in this 
venture. 

"My main reason for supporting the USPS' plan is 
that a policy of promoting competition should have 
a strong bias in favor of free entry. There are 
very few circumstances in which I think a producer 
should be precluded from adopting newer technology 
or offering newer services that seem to it to fit 
well into its existing operations. And these 
proposed ventures do seem to make sense for the 
USPS, and could well strengthen its future viability, 
as it argues. Moreover, the USPS has a unique 
incentive to develop a market for this particular 
service because it offers the prospect of reduced 
costs and a continued need for its own universal 
mail delivery network, whereas, as it argues, the 
communications common carriers might well press 
ahead instead with systems that send the electronic 
messages directly into the receiving location (the 
'third generation') and bypass the postal system." 

Kahn also favors having your endorsement contingent upon 
certain conditions and he recommends two: 

"First, I would insist that these operations be 
conducted by a separate accounting entity, so that 
it will be somewhat easier to judge its financial 
results. The USPS is willing to do this. 
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"Second, I would pick up on the USPS' own plan to 
m_ake this investment in phases, with the opportunity 
to consider the end of each on the bas�s of the 

-e-xperience to date, whether··it .makes economic 
. -�sense to go ahead. That is, .. I· •would approve their 

plan only for the first phase._-

Secreta:t:y -Marshall.' s. support for. Generation II. entry recognizes 
the.hybrid·nature of the service -and the skill ·of USPS 
management· in reducing the size of its .work-force without 
disrupt·i ve layoffs. 

"In my judgment USPS should be permitted to introduce 
Generation II service. This decision provides the 
advantages of competition and improved se:t:vice to 
the public in an area where demand is expected to 
increase strongly. In addition, as long as the end 
result is hard-copy delive:t:ed manually by usas, I 
am. persuaded that the product is "mail.� Finally, 
all ne�essary step� can be taken incrementally,. 
with fiscal and policy control retained by the 
President and the Congress, until it is clear that 
the market is there and that the USPS is serving 
the public interest by meeting the needs of that 
market in an efficient and effective manner. 

"If this occurs, it is a salutary outcome for all 
concerned. If performance is not ·satisfactory, 
then the private market wi·ll prevail, with ·corres
ponding public benefit. At a cost that seems 
modest and-reasonable, due to the incremental 
nature of implementation plans for Generation ti, 
we will have gained.valuable time, .pursuing a 
legitimate goal during which to negotiate the 
transition to.what is likely to be a radically 
altered USPS of the 21st century. In either event 
it is important that the vital concerns of employees 
are addressed by a .respons:ive. management, aware of 
the need to speak frankly, after having carefully 
considered alternative futures. · 
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"Over recent years USPS management has shown skill 
at working out· similar problems with-the major 
unions during a period of significant reduction in 

· staf-f size. As provided in the �ontract with the 
major unions, this was- done without any.;layoffs. 

·Such management capability -is ·extremely important 
because even if it takes a.full generation for the 
move to eleetronic reception of measures (Generation 
III), there will eventually be a loss of USPS jobs 
on the delivery side. It is only a question of 
which jobs, how many of them there will be, and 
when they will disappear. At the same time there 
will be new jobs created, with different skills 
and, perhaps higher pay and better working conditions. 
Planning will help assure that minorities and 
women share in this growth." 

The Department of Agrieulture was invited to participate in 
the PRM because of their expertise in rural America. 

"The primary concern of the Department of Agriculture is the 
well being of all rural· Americans. Our secondary concern is 
the support of rural enterprises. Our goal is to achieve 
equality of opportunity for rural people and their businesses 
compared to urban Americans and at the same time reducing 
the isolation of rural Americans. 

"With these principles in mind, the Department of Agriculture 
must support the United States Postal Service's proposed 
entry into all aspects of electronic mail delivery systems. 
It is our opinion that all proposed electronic mail systems 
will bene-fit rural Americans less than urban Americans, but 
that the USPS system will have more potential for rural 
Americans than any proposed private system. 

"The Generation II'system proposed -by the USPS has two 
phases and it is the se�ond phase, Electronic Message Service 
System. (EMSS), that promises to be most beneficial to rural 
Americans. The first phase, Electronic Computer Originated 
Mail (ECOM), is similar to many of the private electronic 
mail system in operation orproposed and has m�nimal benefit 
to rural Americans whether.provided by USPS or private 
enterprise. These first phase systems provide service only 
to th� major metropolitan �reas and avoid the rural areas. 
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For instance, ECOM as proposed would provide service to 
about hal£.of the area of the United States with eleven 
states receiving less than 25 percent service coverage. 
Private .delivery systems provide similar coverage. However, 
USPS plans·a second phase of Generation II (EMSS) far beyond 
the plans even contemplated by.private .systems. EMSS would 
have 7114 publ-ic input terminals and ·87 pririlary .. distribution 
centers covering all fifty states. This w-idespread dis
tribution of terminals would provide improved ac.cessto the 
electronic mail system compared to the fi-rst phase systems. 

"Another; example of where private enterpirse is not providing 
rural communications services is the CATV industry. The 
latest data from the FCC shows that less than 20 percent of 
all CATV systems are operating in a rural farm environment. 
This is one of the primary reasons why legislation is being 
proposed to allow REA to finance CATV systems in rural 
areas. I am sure that if other communications services 
were analyzed a similar pattern would result that private 
enterprise, in_ general, does not serve rural Americans with 
the quality of service provided urban Americans, because the 
business volume cannot support the profit required. Wherever 
rural Americans received improved communications it was 
though government support by agencies such as the REA. 
The USPS phase two of Generation II (EMSS) provides a vehicle 
for government support of electronic mail service for rural 
Americans and receives our recommendation." 

The Treasury Department "reluctantly" endorses USPS entry 
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into electronics and believes the key issues in this discussion ... 

----- - ---

" . . •  are the changes that would be required to 
accommodate USPS involvement in electronic mail to 
the Administration's policy of increasing reliance 
on competition in the telecommunications industry. 

"AlL else equal1·entry of USPS -into electronic 
mail service would increase competition in the 
tele_communications industry. But in view of the 
regulated character of USPS, we do not feel that 
'all else' is. equal in this case and that, in 

fact, competition ·in the telecommunications 
industry would be ·reduced. 

"Technological change has already opened up 
substantial possibilities for competition 



in traditionally monopolistic telecommunications 
,industries, and it is clear that this trend will 
accelerate over the comingyears. The Adminis
tration has recognized these facts iri supporting 

·greater competition and, correspondingly, less 
.Federal regulation of the telecommunications 
industry. In so far as technologic_al possibilities 

·are concerned, ·the prospect.:for ·the foreseeable 
future is a workably co:rripet.l..tive tE� leeommurtications 
industry, with relatively little··Federal regulation 
of entry, exits, rates and service levels� However, 
because USPS is subsidized and has a. monopoly on 
first class delivery, it would probably be neither 
possible nor desirable to relax Federal regulation 
of the Postal Service. If so, and assuming that 
the possibilities for an increased reliance on 
competition are exploited by relaxing Federal 
controls on private telecommunications firms, a 
closely regulated USPS would be in competition 
with private firms which would have much more 
latitude on pricing and introduction of new services. 

"Such a situation would at best present some very 
intractable problems and would probably ·simply be 
untenable." 

Secretary Kreps strongly opposes USPS entry into electronics 
and believes that the Service should be limited to hard
copy delivery. 

In her June 8 weekly report to you she noted the following: 

"USPS entry into this market will discourage 
entry by ·small innovative firms and will deter 
well-established firms from offering a full range 
of services. Endorsement of the USPS plan would 
conflict with several basic tenets of·this Admin
istration: deregulation of indu�tries which 
otherwise are competitive; promotion of' innovation; 
and reliance on the. private sector in markets it 
serves well. 

"Placing cciriditions on USPS entry is·not a sufficient 
safeguard. ·once there is substa.ntial USPS invest
ment and ,involvement, proponents will·argue for 
expansion of USPS ser-vice in· further competition 
with private industry. This does not mean that 
there should be no role for USPS and its unions in 
electronics. USPS should be encouraged to do 
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pertinent research and development and to link its 
/�hysical delivery capability with private sector 

firms which provide the electronic services." 

In· the .Department·' s comments on the PRM the following points 
were made: 

o It cannot be seriously argued .that the Government 
needs•.to 'intervene in a fieTd in which multibillion 
corporations are already competing .profitabiy. 

o Generation II teehnology can provide-a Generation 
III service and the .. only dist·inction is the 

.. authority to provide the point-to-point electronic 
service. 

The Antitrust Division of the Department.of Justice believes 
the primary quest·ion in this PRM is whether USPS entry can 
occur without injury to competition and without requiring 
further intrusion of federal·regulation. 
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"It is important that any Administration decision 
calling for the diversification of a Government 
enterprise into direct competition with the private 
sector be supported by the most careful of analyses 
of .benefits and risks. Based on our review of the 
record, we do not believe that a Presidential 
decision sanctioning the diversification of the 
Postal Service into electronics would be economically 
defensible. Given the fact that the Postal Service 
is proposing a major new start that is regarded as 
in conflict with traditional telecommunications 
policies, and wi·th national policy favoring 
competitive, unregulated markets it is appropriate 
in our view for the Administrat-ion to hold the 
Postal Service to a very· high standard of proof. 
As indicated previously, we do not believe that 
clear �nd convincing economic justification for 
thishighly controversial new start has been 
forthcoming·. Accordingly,. the Department of 
Just-ice.· recommends that the President disp.pprgve 

'th�rther expansion of the Postal Service into 
electronic communications." 

The Department of State was asked to review the international 
issues raised in the development of the.PRM and offered the 
following comment. 

"It is our understanding that the USPS has arranged 
for a test and demonstration of Generation I EMS 



with several foreign postal administrations. The 
foreign administrations ha�e embarked on this 
project, at considerable cost, in response to a 
USPS initiative. Any action which would preclude 
the USPS from continued participation in the test 
project could be expected to adversely affect 
postal relationships, and we would not support 
such action." 

The Postal Service. The arguments for USPS entry into 
electronics have been raised earlier in this paper. We have 
gone back to the Postmaster General to discuss the limitations 
and conditions recommended within the Administration and 
cited in the preceding pages. Mr. Bolger has agreed to the 
following terms if you decide to support USPS entry into 
Generations I and II. 

1. The Administration opposes any legislative or regulatory 
efforts to restrict competition or entry in the electronic 
message field. In particular, it opposes any extension 

2. 

of the private express statutes beyond letter mail to 
cover electronic transmission. 

USPS electronic operations should not be subsidized by 
tax money or by revenues from other USPS services. 

3. The USPS electronic service should be established as a 
separate entity for accounting and ratemaking purposes 
t6 ensure that it is operated in a competitive fashion 
and to avoid the cross-subsidization of electronic 
service by regular mail services. 

4. The USPS should make its delivery services available to 
all electronic carriers at the same rates as those it 
charges itself. 6-JJ;�_,..p? 

5. The USPS electronic service 4(11 be reviewed within the 
next five years, before the{;;jor investment is made, 
to evaluate its competitive impact and its potential to 
improve postal services and to ensure that no cross
subsidies or other anticompetitive actions are involved. 

6. The USPS should purchase electronic transmission 
services from carriers rather than building a trans
mission network. 
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7. To ensure that interconnection with the mail delivery 
system is available to all companies, technical inter- �I 

connection standards should be developed through a 
vVL 

cooperative effort by the American National Standards 
Institute, the USPS, the private carriers, and an 
impartial arbiter, if needed. 

8. The existing regulatory system should be used to 
regulate the prices of the new service; i.e., the 
Federal Communications Commission should regulate the 
pricing of the electronic transmission portion of the 
electronic message service and the Postal Rate Commission 
should regulate the pricing of mail delivery. This 
regulatory system should be reexamined after five years 
to determine whether any statutory change is needed. 

Options and Decisions 

A. USPS Provision of Electronic Mail: 

Option 1: Support USPS offerings of electronic message 
services, via contracted common carriers, 
which feed into the physical delivery 
network (Generations I & II) . 

. 

(Recommended by: Agriculture, Labor, State, 
Treasury, USPS, CEA, CWPS, OMB and DPS) 

Option 2: Oppose USPS offerings of electronic message 
services and support limiting the USPS role 
to the delivery of hard-copy products of 
electronic messages transmitted by private 

DECISION: 

carriers. 
(Recommended by: 

Option 1 � 
Commerce and Justice) 

Option 2 

B. USPS Provision of "Point-to-Point" Electronic Services: 

Option 1: Support USPS offerings of "point-to-point" 
electronic communications services (Generation 
III). (Recommended by: Agriculture) 

Option 2: Oppose USPS offerings of "point-to-point" 
electronic communications services 
(Generation III). (Recommended by: 

Commerce, Justice, Treasury, CWPS, OMB 
and DPS) 
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........ 

Option 3: Make no decision regarding USPS entry into 
Generation III at this time. 
(Recommended by: CEA) 

DECISION: Option 1 Option 2 
/ 

Option 3 

c. Regulatory and Pricing Matters: 

• 

A policy of open access for electronic carriers to the 
USPS physical delivery system requires the establishment 
of fair pricing standards for USPS hard-copy delivery 
of private sector EMS. Two alternatives are provided. 
Option 1 would allow the present law to determine the 
outcome of the pricing issues. Option 2 would call for 
legislation creating a joint FCC-PRC Board to resolve 
the pricing and regulatory issues. 

Option 1: Support existing law for pricing. Support 
the existing statutory responsibilities of 
the Federal Communications Commission and the 
Postal Rate Commission regarding electronic 
message services. The FCC regulates rates 
and service offerings of communications 
carriers involved in electronic message 
service systems under the 1934 Communications 
Act. The PRC regulates rates and service 
offerings of the USPS under the 1970 Postal 
Reorganization Adt, including involvement in 
EMS systems. There are several outstanding 
issues (e.g., whether USPS in an EMS system 
is a carrier coming within FCC jurisdiction). 
These would be resolved under existing law. 
CEA believes " ... it may be beneficial to have 
some 'regulatory competition' between the PRC 
and the FCC." (Recommended by: Treasury, 
CEA, OMB, USPS and DPS) 

Option 2: Support creating a joint FCC-PRC Board for 
pricing. Support the creation of a Board, 
with appropriate membership from the PRC and 
the FCC, to develop and approve standards of 
pricing that are satisfactory to both the 
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USPS and the electronic communications industries. 
(Recommended by: Agriculture and Commerce) � 

/ Option 2 -<:/ DECISION: Option 1 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINt;TON 

Date: July 1, 1979 · MEMORANDUM 

FOR ACTION: FOR INFORMATION: 
Bob Lipshutz 
Frank Hoore/Les 

Vice President 
Jerry Rafshoon 
Jack Watson 
Anne Wexler 
Landon Butler 
Richard Harden 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 

SUBJECT: Eizenstat PRH #8: Postal Electronics 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: 12: 00 noon 

DAY: Wednesday 

DATE: July 4 

ACTION REQUESTED: 
_x_ Your comments 

Other: 

STAFF RESPONSE: 

__ I concur. __ No comment. 

Please note other comments below: 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required 

material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052) 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

17 Jul 79 

Stu Eizenstat 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox today 
and is forwarded to youfor 
appr opriate hand ling. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. President: 

7/15/79 

No comments received 
from your Senior Staff. 

Rick/Bill 
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THE WHITE HOUS'E 

WASHINGTON 

July 11, 1979 

HEMORANDUH FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

STU �IZENSTAT g � 
JIM MciNTYRE 

FROM: 

JOE CALIFANO 
GRACIELA OLIVAREZ 

SUBJECT: DECISION ISSUES ON LOW INCOME ENERGY 
ASSISTANCE 

We are committed to submitting the low income assistance com
ponent of your energy program to the Congress in mid-July, along 
with the remaining spending measures. 

In your television address of April 5th you announced that we 
would offer legislation drawing upon the Energy Security Fund 
tQ help alleviate the impact of decontrol on the neediest families. 
Th� accompanying materials allowed $500 million for the program 
in FY '80 (since there would be no outlays in the first quarter), 
and $800 million thereafter. 

Since those announcements an informal group of agency income 
maintenance staff, working under the auspices of the Energy 
'I'ask Force, has sought to develop and define more particular 
options. Participants included HEW, DOE, USDA, CSA, OMB, CEA, 
Esther Peterson's office, and DPS. Treasury and HUD were also 
consulted. 

Two major issues are presented in this memorandum. 

1. Whether to protect the target population from 
cost increases attributable solely to decontrol, 
as announced in April, or from these increases 
plus some portion of the real costs attributable 
to OPEC. 

2. What to do about the more immediate problem of 
aid to the poor for this winter. 

; � .. 

. ·._.;: 
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I. BACKGROUND 

The recommendation to you in April was made in response to our 

feeling that it made substantive and political sense to offer 

a federal program to shield the low income population from the 
costs of a federal policy action--oil decontrol. 

Since April, however, OPEC price hikes have both increased the 
impact of decontrol somewhat, and introduced major additional 
real price increases which dwarf the impact of decontrol. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

In April we forecast an aggregate impact of 
decontrol on the poor at $600 million annually 
by 1981 (IV). 

The new price levels raise that projected de
control impact to $900 million. 

The combined effect on the poor of decontrol 
and the new OPEC prices will be almost $2.6 

billion -- nearly three times the effect of 
decontrol alone.· 

Home heating oil, as one expenditure item, is 
quite likely to cost twice as much this winter 
as last. 

In Congress, meanwhile, Senators Jackson and Javits have intro
duced a program of energy assistance to the poor which would 
"piggy-back" eligibility for food stamps-, AFDC, and SSI, at a 
cost of $3-4 billion. Senator Kennedy has announced his 
intention to introduce legislation which would provide poor 
families with an income-scaled line of credit to energy vendors, 
as recommended by the Department of Energy's Fuel Oil Marketing 
Advisory Committee. That program would cost over $3 billion. 
Congressman Rangel is reportedly interested in legislation, and 
his staff is working on a program similar to the Jackson-Javits 
model. 

The Jackson-Javits bill is administratively unworkable because 
of the multiple eligibility problem, and has not found any 
significant support. The Kennedy approach, we believe, will be 
extremely difficult to reduce to workable details, and its 
drafters seem thoroughly stalled. Finally, both proposals 
represent serious budget threats. 
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II. Choosing the Objectives and the Budget Constraint 

In April the $800 million to address the impact of decontrol 
assumed lump sum cash payments of $100/farnily/year going to 
food stamp participants. (Food stamps is the only income 
maintenance program that i� universal, in the sense that its 
eligibility depends only on having low income, not on family 
status, age, or residence.) The conclusions of your advisors 
in April were that a limited cash-grant program of this type, 
roughly linked to decontrol, made the most substantive and 
political sense. 

In view of unexpectedly worsening difficulties with OPEC and 
with supplies, we feel that assumption must be reconsidered. 

We unanimously recommend that you increase the low income energy 
assistance component of your program above the $800 million 
figure, and that you expand the objective of the program to 
include some protection of the poverty population for some por
tion of cost increases attributable to OPEC: 

0 Combined revenues from the income and windfall 
profits taxes are now estimated at $17 billion 
in FY '82, or more than twice the April estimates. 

01 With the added impact of decontrol under new OPEC 
prices, shielding the same population with a corn
parable safety margin for the harder-hit regions 
will cost as much as $1.4 billion. 

0 The projected $2.6 billion impact on the poor is 
very approximate, and may change as a result of 
improved data, other OPEC actions, and future 
policy choices. 

As in several other income maintenance and social services pro
grams, the states should have a financial role. We believe a 
separate and additional amount should be authorized and appro
priated to provide matching funds to states that want to augment 
the basic federal program. 
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-The arguments· .in favor. of recognizing the broader objective are . ' 
that: · ·.· 

'�· ... 

o :Bec�us� ·.:Cl.ecoht�ol· i:s now. only a modest fraction 
of. the. 'totat _energy: c:ost problem, the link to 
decont�oL is·: ho':t -_substantively or poli ti�ally 
compelling .. · _Poor .. peOpJe ·will in, fact loose 

0 

$2 . . 6, billion. in purchasing power. There. is 
substaritial support among liberals for a ,broad 
progr�m, but not for one limited.to deControl. 

Maintaining such a link, while an analytically 
use£ul way to limit budget exposure, ignores 
the political realities: the tax revenue 
estimates are sharply up, the cost and supply 
problems are undisputably worse� and the few 
Congressional actors who are.interested in such 
a prog�am flatly reject the .decontrot limitation. 

The arguments on the other side are that:· 

0 

0 

Those broader OPEC-related income problems are 
-not caused by this specific federal decontrol 

decisibn. 

Administration statements in April explicitly 
limited the objectives of th� program to holding 
poor. families harmless for the decontrol action. 
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Decision 

A. Total $1.4 billion linked to 
decontrol. 

B. Total $2.4 billion, including 
a $2.0 billion basic federal 
program, plus $400 million for 
matching. (Recommended) 

The Mechanism: Grants to States for Supplemental Energy 
Assistance 

This section describes, for your information, the low income 
assistance mechanism which your advisors have agreed upon. The 
Federal government would make grants to the states, in amounts 
based primarily on low income population but skewed somewhat to 
cold-weather states. States could use the money either for cash 
grants or emergency assistance to persons below Federally 
�escribed income ceilings, but would have flexibility to design 
the specific delivery mechanism and eligibility process. (We are 
still considering whether some portion of the funds should be 
available for weatherization or related services benefiting the 
poor.) 

Some may argue that the block grant idea abdicates Federal respon
sibility for designing a uniform policy to address the effects of 
the Federal decision to decontrol. Nevertheless, this model of 
shared responsibility is like income maintenance policy generally, 
and has important particular advantages: 

0 

0 

0 

The program is flexible, allowing each state to 
tailor the assistance to the needs of its 
residents and to respond to frequent changes in 
the problem. The planning requirement would 
insure coordination with other welfare, social 
services, and energy programs. 

Some strings are attached to assure that basic 
national purposes are served. 

The program will complement and enhance in-place 
state energy and public assistance programs to 
help the poor, rather than ignore them with a new 
Federal program. 

'.:� 
'�:·'·. 
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Legislat�vely, the debate would focus on what kinds 
of constraints to' pu

"
t. on the state plans' rather 

tha� on· inco�� maintenance technicalities. 

IV. This Winter 

We are very concierned about the price and supply situation the 
poor will face "this winter, and about the likelihood that no 
newly legislated program can be implemented in time. In the 
past three·years, however, csA· ha.s operated different versions 
of an energy emergency assis.tance program which our FY '80 
budget proposal reduced from $200 million to $40 million. 
Because of the L:tte date we propose to ask the Senate Appropria
tions committees,in considering the FY '80 Labor-HEW appropriation 
this week, to increase the appropriation under the broad CSA 

authority to the $500million level already announced in April 
for your low income e�ergy initiative in FY '80. Further delay 
will for practical ·purposes endanger our ability to put in place 
a program for this winter. 

Although this appropriations mechanism using existing CSA 
authority offers the best hope of.mounting an adequate program 
for this winter, we will signal the Hill that: 

0 

0 

We want to discuss with them the desirability 
of delegating most of CSA's responsibility to 
HEW, in hopes of addressing some of the ad
ministrative proqlems experienced under the 
program in past winters; 

We will move thro1Jgh the legislative process 
for permanent authority to conduct the program 
in future years. 

For this winter, .the CSA,authority could be used by HEW to operate 
a ... program thrqugh .. t:re. st;ate.s in a manner substantially the same 
as the full, more permanent ,'program described above·. . . . . . . 

. ' 
. 

If the States are succef5�{ul,.;i!l developipg plans for the use of 
�·. �--�the.se�funO::s-we- wi-1�1·�-.-ha ve��t:heo-'-option--of-prop·6-sing a.- ·supplemen--tal 

appropriation in Sept�mber to more fully meet the projected need 
this winter • 

. .. , 
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WASHINGTON 

FO R ACTION: FRANK MOORE (LES FRANCIS) 

INFO CNLY: THE VICE PRESIDENT 

LOUIS MARTIN 

SUBJECT: EIZEN STAT, MCINTYRE, CALIFANO, O LIVAREZ MEMO RE DECISION 

IS SUES ON LOW INCOME ENERGY ASSISTANCE 
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ACTION RE(JJESTED: .YOUR C0'-1MENTS 

STAFF RESPONSE: ( ) I CONCUR� ( ) NO .Cow.1ENT � ( ) HOLD � 

PLEASE NOTE OTHER COMMENTS BELOW: 
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THE WHITE HOUS� 

WASHINGTON 

July 17, 1979 

CONGRESSION&L TELEPHONE REQUEST 

Conference call to: 

Subject: 

BACKGROUND 

Senator Huddleston (D-Ky.) 
Congressman Carl Perkins (D-Ky.) 

Public Works Appropriations Bill 

As you remember the Public Works Appropriations Bill which 
is on the Floor at 3:20 this afternoon has in it the 
Yatesville and Bayou Bodcau water projects. Senator Huddleston 
�nd Congressman Perkins continue to make the case that you 
have not adequately threatened veto on the bill. As you re
member, you decided not to send a Presidential letter threaten
ing veto. Jim sent the letter instead. 

Their position is admittedly ridiculous. Nevertheless, they 
stick to it because they want to tell their constituents you 
personally threatened to veto. 

Senator Johnston has told us that with your call the projects 
will be deleted on the Senate Floor this afternoon. Without 
your call the projects will stay in. 

SUGGESTED TALKING POINTS 

We believe you should be firm, even harsh with Huddleston and 
Perkins. You should tell them that when the Director of OMB 
speaks for you they had better believe it. You should 
clearly state that you will veto the bill as the objectionable 
projects are in it. You should also mention you are adamantly 
opposed to construction of the Tellico Dam. This project 
was added on the House Floor. 

Both the Senator and the Congressman have been playing games 
with us on this bill. We are fed up with it and we know 
you are too. We hope this conference call will not be a 

�lecbo�t�tDc Copy M®de 

for Presei'Vat8on PMrpcses 

.. ·-,/ ·; ,· 
i'i'-··· 
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pleasant one for either Huddleston or Perkins. Word will get 
around the Senate and the House very quickly that your post 
Camp David assertiveness extends to the Congress as well. 

Y•" 
Perkins may claim that Bill Cable told him earlier -. would 
not veto the bill because of Yatesville. Cable did tell Perkins 
that you are not prepared �o make a decision on a public works 
appropriations bill that contained only the Yatesville project. 
The bill not only contains Yatesville but Bayou Badeau and 
Tellico as well. 

You have made your decision based on the presence of all three 
projects in the bill. 

EDact6'ost�tlc Copy MfldG 

fnr P'i'stl!I)Na·t.a�n Pu�tlo�e..� 
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WASHINGTON 
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Sarah Weddington 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
your information. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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THE WHITE HOUS"'E 

WASHINGTON 

July 13, 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT /.1 ( .. , 

//vJ L' 

lY 
i 

FROM: SARAH WEDDINGTON 

Attached are our latest pieces of information. I 
thought you would be particularly interested in the 
copy of Rqsalynh's speech. 

We are using these for distribution to a broad mailing 
list and to hand out as appropriate at various 
conventions. 

Attachments 

Electrc�t�tCc Ccfil".t Msde 

for Pretieii'V&t!on Purpcees 
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

JUL 6 1979 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

0 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

James T. Mc�ntyre, Jr.� 
Selective Participation in Cabinet Meetings 
the Director, Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) 

When you approved our proposal last year to reorganize 
emergency preparedness and response programs and create 

by 

the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) , you deferred 
decision on >inviting the FEMA Director to Cabinet meetings. 
Jack, Stu, Zbig and I had recommended that the FEMA Director 
participate in all Cabinet meetings .. We now feel it would 
be more appropriate if he is invited selectively by Jack, 
depending on the items on your agenda for each meeting. (Zbig 
has decided to involve the Director in the NSC in a similar 
manner.) 

The FEMA Director's participation in selected Cabinet meetings 
will strengthen substantially his ability to carry out the 
major emergency-related interagency management responsibilities 
our reorganization plan assigns the agency. The Director will 
also be able to offer important insights on sensitive issues 
when they come before the Cabinet �- including civil defense, 
disaster responses, toxic substance disposal, response to 
another Harrisburg, urban unrest or gas shortage�related 
problems. 

Your appointment of John Macy as the first FEMA Director 
underscores the new agency's potential importance. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Assign invitee status for Cabinet meetings to the FEMA Director. 
(Jack, Stu, Zbig, Arnie Miller and John Macy concur.) 

approve disapprove 

If you approve, we would like to announce your decision in 
conjunction with the release of the second FEMA Executive 
Order, and authorize John to discuss this at his upcoming 
confirmation hearing. 

�IGetrcubrtlc Copy MsdS� 

for P�asoevsrt!on P�ll',OHS 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

BIPARTISAN CONGRESSIONAL LEADERSHIP BREAKFAST 

Tuesday, July 17, 1979 
S:OO a.m. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

State Dining Room 

From: Frank Moore 

You should use this bipartisan leadership breakfast 
as an opportunity to do several things: 

1) You should recount your experience at Camp 
David with particular emphasis on what you 
personally thought and went through while 
meeting with leaders from all facets of society. 
You can educate the leadership to your thought 
processes, as well as convey to them the ideas 
and arguments that were expressed by some of 
those who met with you at Camp David. 

2) You should reemphasize the basic themes of 
your Sunday night speech with particular 
attention to the comprehensive nature of the 
problem. You should state that you, your 
Administration, and the Congress must work 
together to solve the problems; that you 
realize there are bound to be differences 
along both party and policy lines, but that 
you hope a spirit of cooperation will prevail; 
that most differences can be put aside as we 
seek to both meet the energy challenge and seek 
to restore faith and confidence in America, as 
you stressed Sunday night. 

3) We are reliably informed that the Senate 
leadership intends to tell you that they will 
act before the August 3 recess on Jackson/Johnston's 
comprehensive energy bill, having added to it the 
Moorhead synfuels bill which has already passed 
the House. (Note: While the House has not coalesced 
around a single proposal like the Jackson bill, 
they are likely to want some substantial action 
before the recess as well) . 

·._-.·; .. 

EDsctroDt�tlc Ccpy Mooe 

for Prascvvmt8on PtU1DC&eS 
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. The: Semitors will ask whether this action on 
- �· their'part _wi-1-1- constitute -acceptable action 

'on-your'program by_ the.recess: • obviously, they 
.··expect. you• tn·:returri. to 'requ:est weeks for 

. · ·preparation :·of ;de-�ai-Ied proposaYs. by ·the 
- Administration.--· which .would' leave·:us .J:n an 

"·'extrerti�iy embar;-assihg p�s),t..tq:n .. :.-. ... .. .. �. . . . . . ;- . ' . 
On�- ai\ernative, that ·Bf'';accedi.ng. to the Senators' 
request, -is also unacceptable .. for the following 
reasons: 

· •  It would leave us without an identifiable 
Energy Security Corporation, and with a 
water projects-type approach to alternative 
energy project funding (Senator Jacks9n's 
approach) . 

• It would leave us with an Energy M.obilization 
Board, or the equivalent thereof, which would 
have insufficient authority to cut red tape 
and end delays (the Jackson/Dingell/Udall 
approach which applies only to federal 
requirements and has less clout in general). 

We suggest that you open the discussion on energy 
by making clear your top priorities for i'mmediate 
action: 

• The Energy Security Corporation with full 
discretion and independence in the synfuels/ 
unconventional gas area. 

• The :Err�rgy Mobilization Board with the broad 
powers· you hav� · propose·d. 

• Stand�Sy �ationing �uthority . . · · ·.. ' 

• Ahd, of ;c:our_se ,· and· above all, a strong 
windfalf-·profits tax. � . • • • • • •• • c • • 

We suggest thatyou say that: 
. _.;.',. :' ' ' - · 

While other aspects of the program are 
extremely important (e.g., the utility oil 
backbut·:;-. · th� residential/commercial conservation 
program,· �a�s transit and aid to the poor) very 
quick actiori on these production incentives, 
and on rationing, is critical to a sense of 
forward movement. 
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You -wo"uJ:d, like these. top priorities at 
�.--- C---'-least:·;·ordered?:from Committee in the 

- -senate. ·(wh-ich :-is ahead of the House in the 
.h�arings _{i;n::oc:ess.) by the rece�s. 

. . - · �T��-t-.<�h-�-��W:{�-��-a11 tax bill· ·should be on 

· · · '  .' 

- your desk\by the time of th� recess 0 

That-you have presented a fact sheet which 
. se�� f6rt� in detail· the essential criteria 

you, wili use to 'jugge the "IInmediate Action" 
legislation, and you would leave to the 
committees and your staff the task of refining 
those proposals into legislative specifications. 

That you will make the top staff of your 
Administration (Stu Eizenstat, Jim Mcintyre 
and Jim Schlesinger) and their people available 
to work with the relevant committees and their 
staffs over.the next several days to hammer out 
the specifications of legislation on these 
"Immediate Action" bills which the committees 
would seek at least order--reported to the full 
Senate before- the August rece,ss � 

. ' 

That the full resourbes of the executive branch 
will be available for drafting �nd technical 
assistance. 

In order for this process to work, it is essential 
that you delegate to Stu and Jim Mcintyre responsibility 
for making a number of .-important decisions with regard 
to the specific elements::-:.of the legislation and that 
the Department- of Energy and other-agencies be 
instructed� to work through your .staff.· in this process 0 

While cippea) .. to. -you- shpuld :c-ertainly be allowed, it 
shqul¢1_ be" ciisc6urag�d _.in .. ·t�e · in:terests of speed. 
Only- a qec-isiv:e, :'·unif ied<A�ministration response 
can ·.-s.aye -us :-from :the ap'pear:-ance. of foot-dragging 0 

· (No'te�:. :,'We thj.nk it·_ ?-s l.uil±ke:ly· Cqngress can meet 
this 'schedule.;>but' better for them to fall short 
of :·',mir" ·"request> £or sp�ed than vic-e versa. 

� 
. • .  ' •  

Stu strong-ly c6ncl,lrS in these recommendations. 

II. PRESS PLAN 

White House photographer. 

III. PARTICIPANTS 

See attached list. 

·._,· 
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CONGRESSIONAL LEADERSHIP BREAKFAST 

Tuesday, July 17, 1979 
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·· .. PARTICIPANTS 

.. ,
·

The :P�esident · 
. .  ,:. ·. 

·. 1 

-Seriator'Robert C. Byrd 
Seriator.Al�n D. Cranston 
Serrato� Dani�l K. I�ouye 
Senator War�en G. Ma�nuson 
Senator Henry M. Jackson 
Senator Ted Stevens 
Senator Bob Packwood 
Senator Edwin (Jake) Garn 
Senator John G. Tower 
Senator Mark Hatfield 

Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill, Jr. 
Congressman Jim Wright 
Congressman Thomas S. Foley 
Congressman John Brademas 
Congressman Dan Rostenkowski 
Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm 
Congressman John J. Rhodes 
Congressman Robert H. Michel 
Congressman Samuel L. Devine 
Congressman John D. Dingell (ee ee eeHfiFJRes) 
Congressman Mo Udall (ee l5e eenfirmea) 

-;:.- Frank Moore 
Stu Eizenstat 
Jody Powell 
Zbig Brzezinski 
Jim Mcintyre 

.> Bill Smith 
;:::- Dan Tate 
,.::::. Bob. Thomson 
/Bill . Cable 
,:::::, Terry Straub 
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Frank Moore 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
ap propriate handling. 

Rick Hutches on 

Zbig Brzezinski 
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22 June 1979 

Dear Mr. President: 

As you prepare for your journey to Tokyo, I suggest 

that you take the opportunity when you are there to raise 

the subject of Northern Ireland with Prime Minister Thatcher. 

It has been nearly two years since you expressed 

American concern for the conflict and violence in Northern 

Ireland. Interest in the Northern Ireland issue has con

tinued to grow among members of Congress and the American 

public. 

Unfortunately, over the last two years no measurable 

progress has been made towards a political settlement in 

Northern Ireland. However, I am hopeful .that the new 

Government of the United Kingdom will make Northern Ireland 

one of its major priorities and will renew efforts to 

achieve a political settlement. 

As a result of my recent visit I am convinced that 

peace will not be realized through the imposition of more 

stringent security measures alone. The struggle against 

terrorism must be accompanied by the pursuit of a just 

and acceptable political settlement. Developing a viable 

political structure is not a simple task, but is a vitally 

necessary one. 

We in the United States must have a clear and correct 

perception that Northern Ireland is the major priority of 

the new Government. Those of us who oppose nationalist 

violence and counsel confidence in political initiatives 

will lose much of our effectiv�ness if some political 

progress is not made. 

�Dflctro§t�tlc Ccpy Msde 

for Pli'eS@Wt:etOcn IPMrpCR®§ 
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Naturally, Prime Minister Thatcher and Mr. Atkins 
need some time to plan and develop their policy towards 
Northern Ireland. And as you pointed out in your state
ment of August, 1977 it is our policy to be impartial and 
to refrain from supporting a specific proposal. 

As President you have shown an unprecedented willing
ness to express our nation's interest in the problem of 
Northern Ireland, and I am sure that a personal expression 
of interest by you to Mrs. Thatcher will encourage the new 
Government to pursue a political solution more vigorously. 

I deeply appreciate your efforts in the past concerning 
this question and thank you for your continued interest. 

:;;z::;,·;:· -�a: 
Thomas P. O'Neil�Jr. 
The Speaker O'D/eko. 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

1£Ueetro�t2tec Copy Mads 
for Preseevat5on Puvp�es 
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* TALKING POINTS 

1. The recent increase in Parliamentary representation 

for Northern Ireland without some concession in return 

from Ulster Unionists such as accepting proportional 

representation cost the British government considerable 

support among Irish American political leaders. 

2. The Labor Party's lack of a Parliamentary majority 

seemed to inhibit political progress in Northern Ireland 

and raise suspicions of some political understanding 

between .Labor and the Unionists. 

3. Mrs. Thatcher's significant majority permits bold 

and decisive leadership on this issue. 

4. The new Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, 

Mr. Humphrey Atkins, seems to have started well and 

he seems to be more realistic about U.S. interest in 

the issue. 

5. Any political settlement must resemble the power 

sharing agreement of 1973. Responsible Irish American 

leaders support a united Ireland but in reality are 

aware that Protestant acceptance will be gradual and 

gained through interim arrangements similar to those 

suggested by Republic of Ireland opposition leader 
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TALKING POINTS 

Page Two (2) 

Garret FitzGerald. 

6. The past year has been a costly one for the British in 

retaining the support of Americans interested in the 

issue as well as maintaining credibility with Irish-American 

political leaders. The issue is receiving greater attention 

in this country and a sense of political momentum rather 

than just an emphasis on security is vital to reverse 
: 

the trend of growoing criticism of British handling of 

the problem. 

7. While moderate Catholic leader, John Hume did 

extremely well in the recent European Parliament 

elections, Rev. Paisley has increased his support as 

well. Consequently, the lack of political progress 

has not been beneficial to the more moderate Unionists 

and may therefore offer an opportunity for encouraging 

some accomodation by them. 

8. Problems in Congress for the British are just 

beginning as Rep. Biaggi shifts his focus from 

hearings on human rights violations which the 

Speaker blocked to the pursuit of anti-British 

legislation i.e., blocking arms sales. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

7/17/79 

The attached was returned in 
the President's outbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
appropriate action. Please 
have delivered to Secretary 
Andrus. 

Rick Hutcheson 

cc: Arnie Miller 
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Mr. President: 

Arnie Miller concurs. 

Rick/Bill 
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United States Department of t�e Interior 

The President 
The White House ' 
Washington, DC 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

JUN 2 2 1979 

The salaries of the Alternate Federal Members of the Delaware and Susque
hanna River Basin Commissions have been fixed at the rate for GS-18 under 
5 USC. This pay fixing authority is vested in the President by Public Law 
87-328 for the Alternate Federal Member of the Delaware River Basin Commis
sion and by Public Law 91-57 5 for the Alternate Federal Member of the Susque
hanna River Basin Commission. 

The two Alternate Federal Member positions will be covered by the Senior 
Executive Service (SES) created by the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978. 
Therefore, new pay rates must be approved for each of these positions within 
the SES pay rates. Under the provisions of the Civil Service Reform Act of 
1978, incumbents of positions covered by the SES must be offered a salary 
in SES which is equal to or greater than their current salary. I have determined 
that a rate of ES-5 ($51,450) to be appropriate for these positions. Therefore, 
I recommend that you fix these pay rates at ES-5 under the authorization of 
Public Law 87-328 and Public Law 91-575. 

APPROVED: 

ZP.ctfull�, � 
� 4 �/7 L���,�� � � . 

SECRETARY 

c2L 
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D�e: July 3, 1979 

FOR ACTION: 

Tim Kraft 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

FOR INFORMATION: 

ARnie Miller �� 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 

SUBJECT: 

MEMORANDUM 

ANDRUS M.EMO RE SALARIES OF THE ALTERNATE FEDERAL 
MEMBERS OF THE DELAWARE AND SUSQUEHANNA RIVER BASIN 
COMMISSIONS 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: Thursday 

DAY: 
-

12:00 

DATE: July 5, 1979 

ACTION REQUESTED: 
__ Your comments 

Other: 

STAFF RESPONSE: 

__ I concur. __ No comment. 
Please note other comments below: 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any questions or. if you.anticipate a delay in submitting the required 
material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052) 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 
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Date: July 3, 1979 

FOR ACTION: 

Tim Kraft 
V'ARnie Miller 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 

SUBJECT: 

ANDRUS HEMO RE SALARIES OF THE ALTERNATE FEDERAL 
J:W!jBEB§ OF THE DEL��E A_�I)=�Q.S,Q!J.£:Jif\.NN�=B:lXEJ.L_���IN 

COMMISSIONS -��-- -
·'"'-· 

!{ofr YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO T E STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

ACTION REQUESTED: 

IME: Thursday 

DAY: 12:00 

DATE: July 5, 1979 

__ Your comments 
Other: 

-

STAFF RESPO�E:
- / 

11 concur. __ No comment. 
Please note other comments below: 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. I 

I 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

17 Jul 79 

Hamilton J ordan 

The attached was returned in 
the President'soutbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
appr opriate handling. 

Rick Hutcheson 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 14, 1979 

• 

FO:
O
:::s

::::N �� 
MEMORANDUM 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: REPLACEMENT FOR ATTORNEY GENERAL BELL 

The impending departure of Griffin Bell from the 
Justice Department offers a unique opportunity to 
name a Black Attorney General. This appointment 
would bring national attention and credit to the 
Administration and would strongly bolster support 
and confidence in the Black and minority communities 
across the country. 

The following are some of the possible candidates 
whose qualifications and national reputations merit 
your serious consideration: 

1. Clifford Alexander - Secretary of the Army 
2. Wiley Branton - Dean of Howard University 

Law School 
3. Drew Days - Assistant Attorney General for 

Civil Rights 
4. Patricia Harris - Secretary of HUD 
5. Leon Higgenbotham - U.S. Circuit Judge, Third 

Circuit 
6. Wade McCree - U.S. Solicitor General 

EDectrcat�tlc Cop-y �lisde 

for Presoi'Vatftorn PY�pcses 
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Date: 6/18/79 

FOR ACTION: 

TI-lE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINVrON 

FOR INFORMATION: 

Hamilton Jordan 
Tim Kraft 
Bob Lipshutz 
Arnie Miller 

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary 

MEMORANDUM 

SUBJECT: Martin memo re Replacement for Attorney General Bell 

YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE DELIVERED 
TO THE STAFF SECRETARY BY: 

TIME: 

DAY: 

DATE: 

ACTION REQUESTED: 
__ Your comments 

Other: 

STAFF RESPONSE: 
__ I concur. __ No comment: 

Please note other comments below: 

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED. 

If you have any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required 

material, please telephone the Staff Secretary immediately. (Telephone, 7052) 
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To: Mr. O'Neill 
·From: Ari 

Bi-Partisan Leadershi� Breakfast: 

Planning a schedule for consideration of the President's new, legislative 
energy recommendations presents difficulties. Details of the proposals 
for an energy security corporation and for an energy mobilization board 
will not be available for at least a week. Jurisdictional judge-
ments cannot be made without review of the details. 

Meanwhile the House is moving forward on related legislation. The 
Commerce Committee will today begin markup of a conservation and standby 
rationing bill entirely consistent with the President's recommendations. 
The Ways and Means Committee will, as soon as it has disposed of the 
Administration's proposed modifications of the foreign tax credit, 
move on to decisions about the distribution of receipts in the energy 
security fund. The Committee will exercise exclu�ive say over the 
enactment of tax credits. Programs to be funded out of the fund will 
be subject to the normal authorization and appropriation process. 
Banking Committee action on the solar bank is awaiting the Administration 
bill. 

More problematic is the �andling of the fast track and synthetic legisla
tion which in many respects parallel the mobilization board and the 
energy security corporation respectively.The fast track, Udall bill, 
was jointly referred to Commerce and Interior. Both subcommittees (Dingell 
and Udall) have action planned. But the� are ahead of the Administration. 
Dingell is troubled b ther to cancel a Frida · because 
the dm1nistration wL e s 1nvited say the c nnot be prepared .. 
The e has alreadi approved the Moorhea b1 ingell is plann1ng 
to move a complimentary bill providing for production under the supervisiori 
of civilian authorities. (The Moorhead bill entrusts the Department of 
Defense with responsibility). Neither bill is in conflict with the broad 
outlines of what the President advocates, except that the President would 
organize the effort in a new quasi-public Energy Security Corporation. 

Senator Byrd plans to amend the Moorhead bill with fast track including 
some kind of mobilization board, a beefe_d up. synthetics effort and 
perhaps other incentives for energy prod�ctibn, and move right to 
conference. This despit� the fact that wt�n the House amended the Senate 
passed Defense Production Act with the �6orhe�d bill, Senator Byrd 
insisted that the product be referred to Sen�te Banking and Energy. . 

I 
. " 

Senator Byrd's strategy iqvolves severa{ �l;:ik� It will surely mean 
a very large conference, crossing many COIIll1littee I1nes. It may mean 
conference action on legislation never brohght before the House. This 
could perhaps be avoided by moving House bills similar to th x ected 
Senate amendments to .. the floor quickly and ·folding t em into the same 
conference. Doing this will necessitate quic.J<er Administration decisions 
on detail than can currently be expected. Th� biggest risk is that this 
approach will diminish the pressure for a strong windfall profits tax
pressure established by the President's explicit linkage of� spending 
with enactment of the tax. 

Highest priority should go to quick action on a program to help the 
poor meet this winter's heating bills. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 12, 1979 

• 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: TIM KRAFT -r rr 
ARNIE MILLER � 

SUBJECT: Governor Joe Garrahy 

In your upcoming efforts to draw the country together 
to tackle the energy problem, we feel that you should 
attract some outstanding people to help you. 

If you select new leaders for the Department of Energy, 
we feel that you should bring in people who by their 
coming would symbolize the need for personal sacrifice 
and national resolve. 

For example: the leader of a very large corporation 
could leave his position and come in to help you. 
Leading political figures could suspend their careers 
to come and help you to pull the Nation together. 

We met with the Governor of Rhode Island, Joe Garrahy, 
who is Chairman of the New England Governors Conference 
and a strong supporter of yours. He has served in 
Rhode Island for two terms as the Lt. Governbr and 
two terms as the Governor. He is prepared to resign 
in September and join this Administration to help 
you. 

We propose to create a position at the Department of 
Energy that is at a level equivalent to an Assistant 
Secretary or Under Secretary. It would be concerned 
with monitoring the impact of our energy policies. 
Garrahy could work well with mayors, consumer groups, 
minority groups and others to devise ways of conserving 
energy and ways to ease the hardships on particular 
groups. Garrahy is ready to come. 

We could time Garrahy's announcement for next week as a 
response to your upcoming speech. 

�loctro�rt�tlc Co�:; M�ds 
for Pra!OOIR.f�t3on P�r��� 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

17 Jul 79 

Frank Moore 

The attached was returned in 
t he President's o utbox today 
and is forwarded to you for 
appropriate handling. 

Rick Hutches.on 

The Vice P�esident 
Hamilton Jordan 
Stu Eizen stat 
Jack Watson 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 15, 1979 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDE�TIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: FRANK MOORE 

SUBJECT: Weekly Legislative Report 

I. DOMESTIC POLICY TSSUES 

1. Energy 

Senate 

"The Senate Energy Natural Resources Committee will 
continue its hearings on synfuels and R&D programs through 
most of this month, thus practically assuring that no bill 
(even the Moorhead Amendment) will be passed by the Senate 

before the August recess. The Administration will be asked 
to te5tify on a broad range of energy initiatives (synfuels, 
energy mobilization board, as well as specific energy 
programs and funding) on July 24th. Committee members are 
anxiously awaiting announcement of our new energy proposals, 
but any failure on our part to respond expertly and 
authoritatively on July 24th will permit the Committee and 
the Senate to proceed with their own ideas. 

The Finance Committee, after its trip to Louisiana 
this weekend, will continue and hopefully conclude hearings 
on the House-passed windfall profits :t9x bill on the 18th and 
19th. Mark-up will begin the following week; there is a 
possibility that the Committee could complete action after 
2 or 3 days of markup. 

The Senate Leadership would like to complete floor 
action on the windfall profits tax bill by the August recess. 

t1!teetro�t�th! Copy 1;,J:.z:1� 

for Prea�?Vat!on Pur�:?::�G-'3 
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. -The
·
:_-�ouse·· Subcommittee· on Energy and Power passed a 

bill to provide.' you with the authority to put an Administration 
ga?: i:·ationl.ng·:plan :·:idi.feffect 30 days after the plan has been 

. b�i"Rre Congress· provi(ling'·. one • house has .'!::1ot vetoed it. You 
. _wquld be required to:·r�eporf .. to Congress� ·90 days· after this 

Act. was enacted. · . ·: ' · · 

· 

: '. . 
·�·. '· 

. .. .  

. :�:_:The : legislatiori··.'·as��res·· thcit t'f- a; catastrophic;�. shortfall 
occurs it' will_be.· sh¥red;: equ'ally{amdn·g: 'the variou's' states and 
that. only. _a:; shortage ·of ··.catastroph·ic< ma'gnitude would trigger 
rat1ori.i�g� 1 ··;:,.. ' : '.> . . . . . . 

' 

.

. 
·

;
. 

·
: 

. 
·: . 

· 
. . · . 

-� .· . 
.·· 

. 

. .  ' .  . . . . 
The full committee will mark-u�. the bill Tuesd�y or 

Wednesday.� 

2. Appropriations 

Schedule 

Monday, July 16 

Tuesday, July 17 

Wednesday, J-uly ··18. ·>-,7 
TENTATIVE 

' 
Thursday, July-�9 

Conference report on supplemental 
Conclusion-of District of Columbia 

(House floor qote�) 

Foreign Assistance 
(Hou-se fioor- vote) . . .. i .  . 

Begin consid�ration·o£ Appropriations 
Bills 

· · 

(Senate Floor) 

State-Justice 
(Senate full committee mark-up) 

Treasu:t:"y-Postal Service 
· �($eh:a.te subcommittee mark-up) 

Iriterio� . . . 
'· ··(l:Iou·se fulL cornmi ttee mark-up) 

. ·· •r 

. '· 

Hl]D:-·Ind�pendent Agencies· 
(Senate· full :committee mark-up) � . 

. � � .. '·.. . . .� . . " . . 
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The c
.
onference wa�:-'completed on the supplemental on 

Wednesday. 'The ·bill's; t6t,als are as follows: 
. ' 

(infrid.:llion�·.of dol.lars) 
.< .: ,,,· 

1919 -BA .· .� .. : • � ..
.. 

:Program supp. . .. 
Pay stipp �- · . . . . . .  . 

' Adrninist·rati.on • 
Request 

16' 902 
14;311 
(2,592) 

:· .· 

conference. 

13 ,_ 615 . 

(·11 ,·2 26) . 
.(2 ,389) 

congressional 
Change 

-3,287 
-3, 085 

( -203) 

The bill contains $l.S billion Eo implement the Egyptian
Israeli peace treaty_, $800 million for bl·ack lung benefits, 
and $1.1 billion in SBA dis�ster funding: For Defense, it 
provides funding for four Iranian ships and for the priority 
MX and AWACS programs-.--

The conferer;_ce versio� includes a gene:r;�l.provision that 
allows HEW. to borrow against 1980 AF.DC and ME;!dicaid appropria
tions in order to comply with· the Michel ;arnendrn�nt 1:·ela ting to 
reductions for "fraud, abuse;. ·and waste . ·11 'A. rece·nt GAO opinion. 
supports this action, which woul.d- prey,�nt rnas'sive. 'cutbacks in the 
programs this summer. 

· · · · 
· · 

··. 

For the food stamp prograrrr, ·the. Cong�ess provided $900 
million 1 a decrease Of $139. million from our·· :r'equest 1 to cover 
increases in bonus costs arid.Sta'te·adrninistrative costs of.the 
program. Our entire request. oJ· .$985 million to. initiate the 
horne ownership assistance program was 9-enied . 

:_:. . The House ·will vote on the conference report on Monday, 
.. with the Seriate. ex-pected to· follow soon· thereafter. 

,. ,_, . . .. 

. l ·  
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. .  ·. ·''The, s�n
·
a�e : App�opriations Committee marked up this bill 

;-�·;·J,.ast Thursday •
. 
· .Thebi:q iricludes the following: 

' . - _  ' 
._.: 

· . ·  

. ' .  
. -.�- . . .. 

.,,., .. . , 

. -Request ·; . ... • •  < ...... . 

. Cha,nges ·::h9t. affecting 
1980. programs . . _ . . �. 

Policy chang es . . . . . . · • .  

Home ownership 
assistance . • . . . . 

Other . . . . . . . _. ; . . . . . . . 
Special mi·lk program 
Agricultural conser

vation program ... 
Soi� Conservation 

Service; ........ . 
Other-� ·� . . . . . . . . . . .  _ 

Totar·ch�nge • . . . . . • .  

Congressional Level. 

Budget Authority 
($ in millions)' 

\ ' � .. . - � ' ' 

House 

-873 
·-751 

(-1,015) 
(+264) 

((+110)) 

((+65)) 

((-35)) 
((+124)) 

-1,624 

16·, 700 

:senate 

18,324 

'-851 
-:-'634 

(-813) 
(+179) 

((+110)) 

((+65)) 

( .( +17) ) 
H .::13)) 

-1,485 

16,838 

Energy.& Water Development 

The Senate Appropriations Committee marked up this bill 
on Wednesday afternoon. 

. .  : 

Request ._ . . . .  ,. �l • . • •  � • _ 

Changes not aff�cting 
1980 · programs.: . • . . • 

Denial. of full · . 

funding� . � -� ... . , 
Other_._ . . . . .  � � �.-:.: :·. -· · 

Policy changes·.�-�·��·· 
Department of Energy 
Other . . . . . . . . • � . .  

Total change . . . . . • . 

Congressional level 

. . . 

Budget-Authority 
·($ in millions) . � 

House 
f, · 

-680· 

(-487) 
('-'193) 
··-139'. 
(-183) 

(-t-44) 

-819 

10,457 

. . 

Senate 

11,276 

-643 

(-505) 
(-138) 

-33 
(-105) 

(+72) 

-676 

10,600 
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Even though the committee received a letter from Jim 
Mcintyre stating he would recommend a veto if funds were 
provided to resume construction of the Yatesville and Bayou 
Bodcau projects, they went ahead and included the funds. The 
proponent, Senator Huddleston, stated that the funds would 
be withdrawn in conferen4e if the committee received a 
"firm" notice from the Wh1te House that the President would 
veto this bill if the two projects were funded. We are 
fearful that if the projects go to conference, the prospects 
for removing them there are not good. 

We are working with Senator Johnston and Senator Magnuson 
in the hope they will offer an amendment to delete the two 
projects on the Senate floor. 

The committee provided for 26 new water project starts --
12 unrequested starts, in addition to 14 of the 16 requested. 
The new starts are not fully funded. If they were fully 
funded, the cost of these water projects in the Senate bill 
would exceed the request level by $234.6 million. In comparison, 
fully funding the new starts in the House bill would cost 
$165.8 million more than the budget request. These particular 
increases are considerably lower than those of recent years. 

They result in a net increase of $92 million in 1980 
outlays. 

A reduction of $42.2 million was made to the request for 
the Water Resources Council. This is $13.6 million below the 
House amount. The Senate action is consistent with authorizing 
legislation reported in the Senate that deletes funding 
authorizations for certain functions, primarily for independent 
water project review and technical assistance grants for 
conservation. 

The other issue of concern is the Tellico Dam provision 
which we will work to have deleted on the Senate floor (it is 
also in the House bill) . 

Labor-HEW 

The Senate Appropriations Committee marked up this bill 
on Thursday and Friday. They accepted Chairman Magnuson's 
impact aid proposal to eliminate payments for Category B 

\Eieetro9bat0� Copy !l'����dSI 

for P�etii®W�tson ��11\}G$M 
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students in those school districts for which such aid 
represents 1 percent or less of the total school budget 
(unless the "B" student population in the district exceeds 

2,000). We are reasonably optimistic of our chances in 
conference. 

The committee also agreed to include $250 million for 
CSA's energy crisis intervention program in response to John 
White's letter in support of additional funds above the 
budget request of $40 million. 

A Chiles amendment to reduce the Title VI public service 
jobs program to a 100,000 jobs level at the end of 1980 
resulting from a BA cut of $505 million -- was defeated by a 
vote of 9-13. 

3. Department of Education 

The Department of Education bill passed the House on 
Wednesday by a vote of 210-206. The only significant amendment 
added that day was an anti-abortion amendment offered by 
John Ashbrook. 

The Conference Committee will require careful management 
in order to strip the offensive amendments from the bill. 

We must first fight instructions to the conferees 
binding them to the House position on anti-busing, prayer etc. 
In addition we face several other hurdles before the bill 
reaches conference. Both the Government Operations Committee 
and the full House must vote next week to send the bill to 
conference. The Senate must also vote on the House passed 
version. This is a particularly dangerous point because the 
bill can be further amended by the Senate making "non
conferencable" the noxious amendments. 

The House will begin the process Tuesday. 
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4. Hospital Cost Containment/National Health Plan 

Senate 

The Finance Committee voted 11 to 9 to table the 
Nelson Amendment: 

For Tabling 

Harry Byrd 
Talmadge 
Bentsen 
Gravel 
Dole 
Packwood 
Heinz 
Wallop 
Roth 
Danforth 
Durenberger 

• 

Against 

Long 
Nelson 
Moynihan 
Matsunaga 
Baucus 
Bradley 
Ribicoff 
Chafee 
Boren 

The Committee subsequently voted to order the Talmadge 
Bill reported. 

The Finance Committee will not consider health issues 
again until it finishes work on the energy tax bill. It will 
then-resume mark-up of National Health Insurance legislation 
and hopefully finish before the August recess. 

House 

The House Ways and Means Committee failed to produce a 
quorum Friday afternoon and recessed until Tuesday. Ullman 
did not work to get a quorum because Rostenkowski had left 
and withdrawn his proxy. He is upset about problems with 
HEW in his district. HEW is working to correct the situation. 

We now have 18 solid votes and should not have to accept 
any damaging amendments. 

The House Commerce Committee may begin mark-up next week. 

5. AMTRAK 

The Amtrak authorization is scheduled for floor action 
on Wednesday. The legislation was reported by Congressman 
Florio's Transportation Subcommittee of House Commerce and 

, ;,) . 

!E:teetrost�tlc Copy M£�Jde 

for Presevvataon Purp� 
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contains Secretary Adams' proposed restructuring of the Amtrak 
system plus the Administration approved funds to run addi
tional trains that can meet well-defined ridership criteria. 

Congressmen Gore and Fowler are proposing an amendment 
to freeze the existing �trak system for another year. At 
this point the outcome on Gore and Fowler is very uncertain. 
WHCL will work with DOT CL on Monday to coordinate our efforts. 

6. Alaska National Interest Lands 

Last Tuesday, the Senate Energy Committee defeated by 
9-5 a motion by Senator Mike Gravel to hold Alaska field 
hearings on the Alaska lands legislation. The Committee is 
now scheduled to resume consideration of the legislation on 
July 17, and is expected to report Senator Jackson's bill, 
S.9, before the August recess, with, hopefully, few 
amendments. 

7. SBA 

The Appropriations Conferees on the SBA Supplemental 
Appropriations Bill included legislative language establishing 
disaster rates at 3 percent for homes and 5 percent for farmers 
or businessmen unable to secure credit elsewhere. This enables 
SBA to be responsive· to disaster victims in Mississippi and 
elsewltere. 

The Conferees, however, dropped those portions of the 
disaster assistance compromise (the Huddleston amendment) 
which would have required farmers to turn to FmHA and set 
cost of money interest rates for those able to secure credit 
elsewhere. These portions remain before the Small Business 
Conference Committee. 

SBA does not expect the Small Business Conference 
Committee to resolve this issue in the near future. 

8. Davis-Bacon 

After nearly six hours of negotiations an agreement was 
reached on the Military Construction Authorization Bill 
Thursday which resulted in a referral of the bill to the 
Labor and Human Resources Committee. The Committee will be 
required to report back to the Senate by July 26 and the bill 
will be considered anytime between July 30 and August 1. 

;.-.;: 

�'eetrost�tCc Copy M�de 
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The only two amendments which will be in order are the 
Williams motion to strike the Davis-Bacon repealer and the 
Exon amendment which would raise the threshold of Davis
Bacon coverage from contracts of $2,000 to contracts of 
$50,000. Secretary Marshall is scheduled to testify before 
the Committee on July 17. DOL believes that we have the 
votes on the Williams motion. However, the outcome of the 
Exon amendment remains unclear since it is very appealing 
to Senators for "back horne consumption". 

9. Targeted Fiscal Assistance 

Treasury reports that the House Intergovernmental 
Relations Subcommittee is likely to mark-up targeted fiscal 
assistance Tuesday. To date we do not have the votes to win. 
Committee staff feel that the legislation should be altered 
to meet Chairman Fountain's specifications. 

WH and Treasury officials are working with interest 
groups to find acceptable alternatives. 

In the Senate, Senators Long and Bradley have been 
working together to schedule a markup in the Finance Committee. 
A tentative date of July 23 or 24 is being considered. 

10. Busing Discharge Petition 

House votes are scheduled for July 24. Justice and WHCL 
are working closely with Peter Rodino and Don Edwards. So 
far the effort is going very well. Our hope is is that we 
can get a majority on the first procedural vote thereby 
killing the issue. 

11. Food Stamps 

After defeating an effort by Rep. Ashbrook (R-Ohio) to 
weaken the measure, the House Wednesday passed, 3 3 5- 81, an 
Administration-backed bill to raise the food stamp spending 
ceiling for FY 1979. Related legislation is expected to

'
be 

considered soon by the full Senate. 

12. Nominations 

Federal Reserve 

Fred Schultz has been nominated for both membership and 
the vice chair. Senate Banking reported the nomination on 
Friday 8-4. Senator Proxmire opposed the nomination and 
encouraged his committee to at least deny Schultz the vice 
chair position. 
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II. FOREIGN POLICY ISSUES 

1. SALT 

The SFRC hearings have gone well this week. The 
Committee staff has told us that the Senators feel that 
our witnesses were well prepared. Some Senators tried 
to take on Rowny, but he carne out relatively unscathed. 

There has been a great deal of discussion of amend
ments, reservations, and understandings. Church and Javits 
have circulated a draft of a proposed reservation which 
states that the backfire commitments are essential to the 
obligations assumed under the Treaty and to understanding 
the U.S. right to deploy a comparable aircraft. Their two 
other draft understandings note that t&�.Agreed Statements 
and Common Understandings are of the same force as the 
Treaty and that the Protocol cannot be e�tended without 
advice and consent. The drafts will be discussed in an 
executive session on Friday. No vote will be taken until 
September. We continue to say that the language is 
unnecessary, but we will study it. 

2. Security Assistance Conference 

The Security Assistance conference scheduled for 
Friday was postponed again. The postponement sterns from 
the impasse between the House and the Senate over the 
$50 million MAP request for Turkey. The House side has 
been seeking some indication that the Administration might 
back off. Having found none, Zablocki has agreed to go 
to Bradernas and O'Neill with a compromise that includes some 
amount of MAP. The Security Assistance conference has now 
been moved to the week of July 23; given the reluctance to 
face the Turkey issue, it is not inconceivable that the 
conference would be postponed until after the August recess. 

3. Panama 

The Senate Armed Services Committee began mark-up of 
the Panama implementing legislation Friday and will continue 
next week. Senator Levin is confident he has the votes 
necessary to keep the bill free of treaty violations. , The 
bill is expected to provide for the corporate form of manage
ment for the Canal Commission. It will include some 
provisions -- such as paying early retirement costs and 
interest out of tolls -- which differ from the Administration 
bill. 
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The bill will probably come to the Senate floor either 
late next week or the week of July 23-27. We expect 
opponents to try to attach undesirable amendments on the 
floor: but so far we hav� no evidence of a serious threat. 
We will step up our educational effort with Senators and 
staff following the markup. We hope an acceptable bill 
will be on your desk before the August recess. 

4. Technical Assistance (Helms Amendment) Refugee Funding 

The Conference Committee on the FY '79 Omnibus Supple
mental decided on Wednesday to include both the $27. 7 million 
needed to restore Helms Amendment cuts and the $15 million for 
refugee assistance added by Senator Boschwitz during Senate 
floor debate. 

Upcoming conferences on the Development Assistance bill 
and the State Authorization bill will consider language 
repealing the Helms Amendment restriction on use of US 
assessments for technical assistance. This troublesome 
restriction - - leaving the US unable to fulfill its UN obliga
tions should be behind us by the end of the month. 

The House voted Thursday to restore $41. 2 million to the 
FY '80 State Appropriations bill - - funds, cut in committee, 
which are required to meet UN assessments for technical 
assistance purposes. John Slack sponsored the amendment to 
restore the money in his own bill: it narrowly passed, 215-190. 
Similar action will now be required by the Senate. 

International Development Cooperation Administration 5. 
' 

{ _ � J p f Monday the Senate approved the reorganization plan 
� creating IDCA 51-45. The House followed suit on Wednesday 

D /. by a vote of 256-156. Nevertheless we will face an uphill 

�� battle with members of the Senate Appropriations Committee. 
15 of the 28 committee members voted against the plan. 

-�·;r-··. 

6. Export Administration Act 

There is a good chance the Bill will come before both 
Houses next week. Commerce, State, DOD, and NSC have been 
working to develop a legislative strategy which we hope will 
produce an acceptable bill. They are preparing for 
floor amendments which will be offered in the national security 
and short supply areas. 

E�ectrc�t�tft� Copy M�de 

f�r PraBewat3on PtArpc$8.� 
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7. Selective Service Registration 

The House Rules Committee is scheduled to resume 
consideration of FY '80 DoD authorization bill (H.R. 4040) 

on Tuesday. Congressman Dodd intends to offer a motion to 
send the bill back to the Armed Services Committee with 
instructions to delete the sections exempting the Selective 
Service from reorganization and regarding the reinstatement 
of registration. 

If Dodd is not successful, the bill will most likely 
come to the floor before the end of the month. Representa
tives Schroeder, Carr and Seiberling are leading the effort 
to delete the registration section during full House 
consideration. 

III. MISCELLANEOUS 

White House Congressional Liaison and HUD Congressional 
Liaison made Congressional notifications this week on 28 

Urban Development Action Grants for metropolitan areas. As 
you know, the UDAG program is part of your national urban 
policy and is designed to encourage joint public-private 
ventures to combat local economic and physical distress. 
Congressional interest in these grants is generally high. A 
few of them are worthy of mention: 

Columbus, Georgia received $1.9 million for a 
convention hotel. Jack Brinkley was ecstatic. 

Waterloo, Iowa was granted $4.63 million to be 
used as a capital improvement loan by the Rath 
Packing Company. Senator Culver had been working 
with us on this for a long time and gave us credit 
in his press statements. 

· Chicago received $10 million for industrial 
rehabilitation for the Wisconsin Steel Company; 
the larger EDA loan guarantee of $90 million is 
expected to be approved shortly as part of the 
same package. Congressman Murphy--and Mayor Byrne-
will do a joint press conference with Jack Watson 
and Bob Hall when the package is finally approved. 

New York City received three UDAGs totalling over 
$5 million. Two went to the South Bronx. 
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, FY 80 

AMTRAK.Rec)rgani�atiori. Aqt 
Trari��drtation Appropriations, FY 80 
Health Planning and Resources Development 

Amendments of 1979 
Monetary Control Act of 1979 
Disapproving-President's recommendation. to 

extend certain waiver authority under tMe 
Trade Act of 1974 with ,respect to Romania 

DOD BY 80 ·Authorizations · · _, 

Export A&rrinistration Act Amendments of 1979 

Thursday and Friday 

H.R. 2462 
H.R. 3633 
H.R. 3236 
H.R. 3683 

Maritime Authorization FY 80: - · ·  

Nurses Training Act Amenqments of 1979 
Disability· ·Insurance Amendments of 1979 
Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act 
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RESOLUTION BY DEMOCRATIC COUNTY· OFFICIALS 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES CONFERENCE 

JULY 1 7, 1 979 

• 

President Jill1fi1Y' Carter has issued a challenge to the American people 

to r�lly around the courses of action required to meet our critical problems. 

Presi.dent Jimmy Carter has waged peace in an unprecedented manner. 

There has been a commitment to preservation and guarantee of human rights in 

the world. 

Pres i.dent Jimmy Carter h.as met the cha 1 1  enge of the bureaucracy and 

re.d tape th.at tradtttona lly has oppressed 1 oca 1 government and he ,; s winning, 

President JimmyCarter has kept his commitment to counties; we have·be�n 

cons.uUed, involved and given access in this Administration. In an unprecedented 

effort, county government has visibility in the Carter Administration. There 

is a voice for county government in the White House. It is that of the 

president. 

We, the De�ocrattc County Officials of the National Association of 

Counties express our support for President Ji'mmy Carter. He has been true 

to the principles of the Democratic party. We look forward to his 

renomination and his re�electfon. 

He ts a man leading us in the most difficult of times. He has reached 

out to all of us to join him in his histori� effort to retain our wholeness 

as a nati.on, As elected leaders at the local level, we commit our loyality 

and our resources to the President, As Democratic county officials, we endorse 

Jimmy Carter in 1980. !Gtsct!l'cat�t6c Ccp-;t Ml!lde 

for p11ea@vovat&on Pur5J}GM$ 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 

FROM:U 

SUBJECT: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

THE PRESIDENT �f 

BOB LIPSitUTZ � ';/' 

Bishop College 

July 16, 1979 

J 
j 

You may recall that officials of Bishop College, a black 
university in Dallas, Texas, have been the subject of 
criminal investigation conducted by the U.S. Attorney over 
the past two years. To date numerous indictments and convic
tions have been obtained, including the recent indictment of 
Milton Curry, President of the college, for misappropriating 
Federal funds. 

One of the areas currently under investigation is whether 
college officials and persons acting on their behalf made 
false representations to HEW and the White House in order to 
obtain continued Federal funding of the college. As part of 
this investigation, an Assistant U.S. Attorney recently 
interviewed White House staff and was permitted to review 
records of White House communications with HEW and private 
indi�iduals about Bishop College. 

The Assistant U.S. Attorney has requested copies of some of 
the documents reviewed, among which are the following 
records containing your personal notes: 

1. a typewritten note from Susan Clough to you sum
marizing a call she took for you on June 30, 1978 from the 
Rev. Martin Luther King, Sr. and Dr. Benjamin Mays; 

2. your handwritten notes, dated July 11, 1978, relating 
to a telephone conversation you had with Daddy King on that 
date; 

3. handwritten notes from you to Jack Watson, dated 
May 3, 1979, inquiring about the status of the Bishop 
College matter. 

Copies of these documents as they will be provided to the 
U.S. Attorney are attached (notations in the originals which 
are unrelated to the Bishop College matter have been deleted) . 

We believe that it would be appropriate to release copies of 
the documents requested and plan to do accordingly. 

Elsc�ogt�tutc Ccp-,t M�ds 

for P�sewv&tSon P�rpo�� 
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June 30, 1978 

Mr. President --

Daddy King and Dr. Benjamin Mays were calling today 
to express their concern about attached article which 
appeared in The Atlanta Journal last Friday, June 23rd. 

Dr. Mays noted that the implication is that only 
the black colleges are getting Title III money, whereas 
the whites are too. 

The black colleges which have educated the larger 
proportion of professionals increasingly find it very 
difficult to compete with the \vhi te institutions. 

Dr. Mays also complained about another quote in the 
article (I see that it's not actually a quote, but an 
observation of the reporter) (last graph) that says 
black private colleges have been the poorest institutions 
in American higher education. Dr. !'lays again says that 
that implies only black. 

, f�/'';� �-,� ::.r 
... P-1 

Daddy King noted that Secretary Califano won't do anything 
\•7i thout the President's knowledge or conunent or request. 

Dr. Mays said he appreciates very much the conference 
in D.C. he had with you. 

--Susan 
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Hc spent the first 10 years in that vocalion on the wny up. He spent · 

!he next 10 years on the way out. · · . . · 
· 

. Mayor Maynard Jackson officl:�lly showctl him the door Thurstlny 
i-;hen he !ired Whalen, whose colorful, erratic career has resembled a 
roller-coaster ride, finally ending In a steep plunge. · 

· Whalen has managed lo get his nnm� strung nct·oss the headlines in 
· three major police scandals in the ·Jnst nine: years. "It's. all a damn lie," 

Whalen said in his defense in an Interview Thursday;· ; '. '.!.. • . • , . , '� '. 
Whalen said his troubles started afler he "wcnt.'aflc',r the· big gam· 

lllers, the while guys," In the early 1960s.; Somebody in Cl.ly )lall has . .. . 
wanted to ·get him ever since, he snid. 

' 

· 

, 

·. · · · ' 

But Whalen's name didn't make big print unlil.l%9, when he was 
involved in a campaign contributions scandnl �ilh Howard Massell, the . 
!Jrolher of soon-lo-be-mayor Sam Massell. Whalen escorted Howard Mas· ·. · 

.sell to different nightclubs where Massell ''asses�cu:: nightclub owners for 
contributions to his brother's mayoral election campaign that tl\ey did not 
Jlcccssarily want to give... · ·: .. 1 '· • · ., •• 1 • ·• · 

" '' 
' . '' ,: ·, � 

·that do business wilh GSA., ' •;' ; 

'l'hc estimate, maue Ly Vincent R Allo, 
GSA's special counsel in charge or lnvcsti· 
gating the widening circle or abuses being 
uncovered at lhc government agency, is the 
first public indication of the possible scope 
cUbe .scandals since. U1ey wcreJirsl publl-' 
ci1.cdlnMarch,;''',. , ::: . :.'\ .. :·. ,,:i· . . )·, 

· · Allo told the, Senate Governmental A£.,.. , 
!air� subcommittee· on fedet·al spending . · 

practices that the total waste of taxpayers' 
:.· money exceeds $100 million a year when · non,crimlnal negligence is taken into nc• 

count. , .. .. .. , , ·. ·. ·. , · · .. :, 

. , .·Alto, a former fcdernl proscculor, said 
1. the criminal activities include '.'swcethc:uL" 

. ·;.,. . , Sec .WliALEN, .Pngc B·A . :: ·contracts negotiated . . witl1 certain compa•. , 
' �· I • I ' ' \I ' • • 

pointed ler.s than two montns :�go IJY \.r.J/\. 
Administrator Jay Solomon, "prior to (hcs�; ·investigations, there were 110 checks ami 
balances (to guard ncainst stealing)." 
. Testimony at the lirst of two days o( 
hearings on GSA included lurid details of 
the organized cr!me dealings of a company 
paid by GSA to Install security systems In 
governent buildings,· t.Jlcs of charges made 
to government credit. cards for having the 
same �overnrncnt vehicle washed four times 
in one day and an account of the insta llalion. 
by GSA of a $40,000, leak-paneled office for' 
a government worker in lloslon's .Joht\ 1•'. 
l{cl]nedy Bull�ing; : . ,. . , . , 

,i,·· ;· 
. : : Sec GSA, Page H·A 

. ' ' ' 
. ' ; .� .. \ ... ' �· � . \ : 

. : . 
' 
; 

. ; . : : ·· :
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':!:.HEW.AUdit{�lack Coll0ges, 
��li'.;;.��r�·liti>V>l:SU&�:!II;J'Crl!!t.�.ta.��:.l�,. ''· · . . •:· ' .. , · · . ·:: .. · :;·· ,".'·;' '· '·: . .. ;· ' ,i';.· 

:r '!'rap," at 9 on Ch. 
arrin!,! Jack Klugman, takes 

ing G.P. in a small town and· 
: probl..:ws; at 10 on Ch. 2. 

anla llraves open a four-game 
nst !he Giants in San Francisco 
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, i lly GRAYSO!'l MlTCl�ELL. . . . . ." . . . · , . . ., ·. · : .• .".'.· · , . . . .. · . · The Los An�c:c• nmc�". .. : · . · . · ,, ..... ilon to the mne, would be aud1led .. Driver of Fult.on County sheriff's car lighting. ·".''': WASHINGTON . ...:. . Iri . \vhat' was·. de··::�} . The. aid program, .lannchec\ unuer Title 

cigarette, then tossing empty pack>�ge and match� :,:'scribed as:a . crac�down : oriJraud:and . . mis};:.,T.:qu orthe·Higher·Educiilion· Act of 1065 and 
book Into street . .  r··:-.:· :;d\. ;,:o) 'it·.·!.' ·.�·.:A':: \:,;l;i,ii;i'J.(.�manngemcnt';'tlie'gover'nlnent is threatening · known as Aid to Developing Institutions, 
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'·:'·'"'' · · to withhold millivns of do)lars in federal aid . awarded nearly $60 million �ast school year 
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·. · Irom ·a number of the nation's. 71 private lo private black colleges, w1th lhe average 11 Mill Hoad,'lonight and Satur- m ex black colleges. · individual award amounting �o ;�90,000. 
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Tele?hone call-Reverend Martin Luther King,Sr 
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17 Jul 79 

Frank Moore 

The att�ched was returned j_n 
the President=s outbox today 
and is forwarded toy ou for 
appropriate hatidling and 

d�_;). 'Je:.:�Y. 

Rick Hu-tcheson 

Zbig Brzezinski 

EV SMALL-ori.ginals attached 
r.:·or handling. 
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ACTION 

MEMORJ\NDUM FOR: 

FROiv1: 

SUBJECT: 

T!-!E \V H ! . f' t·: H () l i :-:. i·: 

\ \' .-\ S 1 II ;-,; I ; T () i\ 

July 16, 1979 

'I' HE PEES IDEN'T 
1""7 

. \� ZBIGNIEW BI<.ZEZINSIG � ,. 

3709 

Letters to Senators Javits, Baker and 
Ribicoff on Human Rights and -the Sunmli t 

Attached at Tabs A-C are identical letters for you to sign 
to Se n ato rs Javits, Baker and Ribicoff, responding to the ir 
letter at Tab D. Aronson has cleared the draft. 

The Senators wrote to ask that you raise human rights issues 
at the Summit. Many letters were received to this effect 
(including other Congressionals) and these were handled 

directly by State. We thought, however, it would be use-

ful for you to reply directly to this letter because of the 
importance of the three Senators, and because it is an appro
priate way for you to put into the record that you did dis
cuss human r ights matters with Drezhnev. We have phrased it 
in a way that gets the point across without being provocative. 

That you
/sign the letters at T abs A-C. 

AppYO\TE' 



TlfE \YIIITE HOL'SE 

\\',\SJ JINCTON 

July 17, 1979 

To Senator Jack Javits 

Thank you for your lette r  of June 14, cosigned by 
Senators Ribicoff and Baker. In the letter you 
asked that I encour ag e President Brezhnev to re
lease more poli·tical prJ.sonen3 and to ease Soviet 
emigrdtion policies. 

As you know, furthering the observance or runda
mental human rights by all nations, including the 
right of free emigration, is a ma j or goal of this 
Administration. In this reg a rd , we have sought to 
encourage the Sov i et authorities on numerous occa
sions, bot.h publicly and diploma-tically, ·to ta}.:e 
a les s harsh and more responsive attitude to the 
human rights aspirations of their own citizens. 

We have ac hieve d some success. In the last eighteen 
months the rate of Soviet Jewish emigration has in
creased markedly. In fac t , this year promises to be 
an all-time record year for such emigration. The 
number of Soviet Jews permitted to emigrate could 
reach 50,00D or more. We remain concerned, of 
cours0, �y the number of long-s�a�ding cases wl1ich 
remain unresolved and by the arbitrary treatment 
which is sometimes accorded emigration applicants. 

The Summit. meet.ing with Presiden·t Bre zhnev pro
vided me the opportunity to state my concerns 
about these matters. The emigration is sue was 

thoroughly aired with the Soviets both before and 
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during the Summit and there can be no question that 
they understand our point of view. In addition , we 
brought to Soviet attention both a list of special 
hardship cases and a list of Soviet Jews denied emi
gration permission to Israel. 

I share your concern about the tragic circumstances 
prisoners of conscience such as Anatoly Shcharansky. 
We have repeatedly urged the Soviets to release per
sons imprisoned for political reasons and the Summit 
provided another opportunity to do so. 

You may be assured that our human rights concerns 
will continue to be an integral part of cur ongoing 
dialogue with the Soviet authorities. I will con
tinue to do all I can to ease the plight of im
prisoned human rights activists and those denied 
the r ig ht of emigration from the Soviet Union. 

Sincerely, 

----
-

-----�
-�;;'-y -::�. 'C://,&"'/ 

The Honorable Jacob K. Javits 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
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T II E \\' H I T 17, I l 0 U S E 

July 17, 1979 

To Senator Howard Baker 

Thank you for your letter of June 14, cosigned by 
Senotors Ribicoff and Javits. In the letter you 
asked that I encourage President Drezhnev to re
lease more p olitical prison e r s and to �ase Soviet 
emigration policies . 

As you know, furthering the observance of funda
mental human rights by all nations, including the 
right of free emigration, is a major goal of this 
Admini_stration. In this regar d , we have sought to 
encourag� the Soviet authorities on numerous occa
sions, both publicly and diplomatically, to take 
a less harsh and more responsive attitude to the 
huinc:m r i gh ts aspirations of t.hei:c m·m citizens. 

We have achieved some success. In the last eighteen 
months the rate of Soviet Jewish em igrat ion has in
creased �arkedly. In fact, this year promises to be 
an a.ll-tiwe record _year fo:c suci1 err.ig�cation. The 
nwnbe:L" of Soviet �fe1·1S pernrL-tted ·to em igrate could 
reach 50,000 or more. We remain concerned, of 
course, by the number of long-standing cases which 
remain unresolved and by the arbitrary treatment 
\·lhich is somet.imes accord ed emigration applicants. 

The Summit meeting with P r esident Brezhnev pro
vided me the opportuhity to state my concerns 
about these matters. The em i g ration issue 0as 
thoroughly a i r ed with the Soviets both before and 
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during the Summit and there can be no question that 
they understand our point of view. In addition, we 
brought to Soviet attention both a list of special 
hardship cases and a list of Soviet Jews denied emi
gration permission to Israel. 

I share your concern about the tragic circumstances of 
prisoners of co:·.·tscience ��uch as Anatoly Shcharansky. 
We have repeatedly urged the Soviets to release per
sons impri.soned for political reasons and ·the Summit 
provided another opportunity to do so. 

You may be assured that our human rights concerns 
will continue to be an integral part of our ongoing 
dialogue with. the Soviet authorities. I will con
tinue to do all I can to ease the plight of im
prisoned human rights activists and those denied 
the right of emigration from the Soviet Union. 

Sincerely, 

__.-�-----------

The Honorable Howard H. Baker 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
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TIll� WHIT I� II 0 L; S C 

July 17, 1979 

To Senator Abe Ribicoff 

Thank you for your letter of June 14, cosigned by 
Senators Javits and Baker. In the letter you 
asked th�t I encourage President Brezhnev to re

lease more political prisoners and to ease Soviet 
emigration policies. 

As you know, furthering the observance of funda
mental human rights by all nations, including the 
right of free emigration, is a major goal of this 
Administration. In this regard, we have sought to 
encourage the Soviet authorities on numerous occa

sions, both .publicly and diplomatically, to take 
a less harsh and more responsive attitude to the 
human rights aspirations of their own citizens. 

We have achj_eved some success. In the last eighteen 
months the rate of Soviet Jewish emigr a ti on has in
creased markedly. In fact, this year promises to be 
an all-time recor d year for such emigration. The 
:number o:E Sovie·t Je\vS penni tted to ernigra·te could 
reach 50,000 or more. We remain concerned, of 
course, by Uw number of long·-st.andinq caf:;�s v1hich 
remain unresolved and by the arbitrary treatment 

which is sometimes accorded emigration applicants. 

'l·n· e su��ll't me��-L-!10 ·,Jl't.'n P.re .• S.'l'c1e•n. ·t Br,07h_�e.v p-o-- o .Ho.;,l • - :;.:. L. . ::J � _ _ _ �- � • "c - . L 

vided me the opportunity to state my concerns 
about thes� matters. The emigration issue was 
thoroughly aired with the Soviets both before and 
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during the Summit and ·there can be no ques·tion that 
they understand our point of view. In addition, we 
brought to Soviet attention both a list of special 

. hardship cases and a list of Soviet Jews denied emi
gration permission to Israel. 

I share your concern about the ·tragic c:Lrc:_:mstances of 
prisoners of conscience such as Anatoly Shcharansky. 
We have repeatedly urged the Soviets to release per
sons imprisoned for political reasons and the Summi·t 
provided another opportunity to do so. 

You may be assured that our human rights concerns 
will continue to be an integral part of our ongoing 
dialogue with the Soviet authorities. I will con
tinue to do all I can to ease the plight of im
prisoned human right:s activists and ·those denied 
the right of emigration from the S6viet Union. 

Sincerely, 

------�--·--

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
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LIAJSON 
JUN 18 i�Jj 

WASHINGTON, D.C. ZO:JIO 

June 14, 1979 

Dear Mr. President: 

On the eve of your historic meeting with 
Chairman Brezhnev, -r.,.;;e \·;ish to give you our 
support and encouragement for ra ising Hith 
the Soviet goverrunent our deep and abiding 
mutual concern for the plight of the many 
SoViet citizens \vho have suffered grievo1.•:::;ly 
as a result of their desire to exercise w�at 
Americans consider to be a basic human right 

t-he r-i rrht- t-n cmi ,.,.. .. ;+-'a -�-� ��o--·-n· ·ar ] "'no' 1...--- --b..__..._ ,_.._, >.-.LH�·.6-'-dL.,._ . t_.V Q.l! I,_ ...... _("i. .._ . • 

Of special concern is the fate of all 
of the 11Prisoners of Conscience" uho still 
languish in Soviet prisot!.S, labor camps, 
and remote sections of that country , many 
in an increasingly preca�ious state of 
health. Anatol.y Shcharansky for �xample 
is reportedly very ill and growing weaker 
and he certainly is a celebrated case in 
point . 

The recent r el eas e of a nuiT}bcr of Hell
kno\·Tfl Soviet prison.e:-c:::' and the overall 
increa se. in the m.1Il1ber of Soviet emigrants 
is very welcome and encouraging� However, 
there are nev1 reports of a further tightening 
of application procedures and of new restric
tions on 0ho is elig�ble to apply for an exit 
visa. We hope that you will seek assurances 
from Chairman Brezhnev that concern ab01:�t. a 
retrogression in �oviet policy is groundless, 
that a permanent easing of the Soviet att.it1Jde 
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toward emigration will now become the official 
governrrrent policy, and that the Soviet govern
ment may adopt a standardized and published 
application �roc �dur e �or tho�e desiring to 
secure an ex1t v1sa. In part1cular, we hope 
you will express concern for the release of 
the remaining " P ris oners of Conscience,'' and 
becaus� of the hardships involved, expeditious 
treatment would also be most fitting for 
those Hhose repeated requests to emigrate have 
heretofore been denied, often on capricious 
and contradictory grounds. 

Deeply mindf:1l of you:: o�n.l. long-standing 
commitment to human rights, T.ve hope that you 
will seek the occasion of this meeting to 
apprise Chairman Brezhnev of your views on 

this �uestion. Also, we hope th2t the expres
sions of support of so many Americans T.v:f.ll 
aid you in impressing v.pon ChaLnetan Hrezhnev 
their deeply held views that the successful 
re s o lution of this issue would make a great 
contribution to improved understa:H:Eng bet·Feen 
our country and the Soviet Union . 

Mr. President, as you embark on this 
historic mis sion for our country, our hop_2s 
and our prayets for success go w ith you. 

"· 



OFFICE OF 
THE DIRECTOR 

UNITED STATES ARMS CONTROL ANQ. DISARMAMENT AGENCY 

WASHINGTON 

July 2, 1979 

Dear Mr. President: 

In Vienna, you asked me for three or 
four of the SALT II fountain pens. I have 
included four. I thought you would like 
one for President Brezhnev, one for your
self, and perhaps Mrs. Carter and Amy would 
like one. 

The President 
The White House 

··\ .. 

Warm rec§ards, 

George M. Seignious II 
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